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THURSDAY lVIO~NI~G, MAY 5, 1887.

An elegant program for the Commencement Exercises at Wilton Academv, has
just been issued from the TELEPHONE office. The class of '87 numbers IO, and the
exercises take place Friday evening, May
6th.

~ftereel for clubs.

Rev. O. Roys of Farmington,
preached
an able and interesting sermon at the Free
Bnptist church, Canton. last Sunday. His
See advertisement
of B. A. Swasey, old-time vigor and earnes.tness seem unaDentist.
bated, and many of his former charge were
vVe feel Canton's
business boom ap- glad to hear him again.
proaching.
Mr. C. L. Smith, the tannery man, has
The roads were washed badly b_v Fri- pmchased of I. B. Fuller the saw mill and
water power connected therewith, near the
day's rain.
old tannery.
This will considerably
inA bumble bee has v:Sited the TELE- crease Mr. Smith's facilities for an exrenPHOXE office.
sive tanning business.
Row boats are launchea on the mill pond.

Mr. A. J. Marble
town Tuesday.

of Dixfield,

was in

Alsike Clover at Burbank's.

The enti,·e damage to the R. F. & B.
Mr. Wm. G. Harlow of Dixfield, was in railroad from the freshet will be repaired
town Monday.
within a week by the construction
train,
Mr. C. O. Holt went to Boston on busi- and will not exceed $200. The mail train
Friday forenoon was delayed a few hours
ness, Monday.
by the track being submerged at Hebron.
Mr. Sewell Staples of Livermore Falls,
Fish Poles at Boston 5 Cent Store.
was in town Tuesday.
We are sometimes misinformed
and reMiss Mabel Kiddes has gone to_Korth port 111atters that the parties most conParis, teaching school.
cerned know nothing about.
It is imposMr. S. M. Attwood, one of the grist mill sible for us to verify every bit of news told
proprietors, is in town.
to us in good faith, but we try to report
only facts. Still, everybody wants the paBut few farmers have been able, as yet, per to tell them something they dor,'t alto do a stroke of spring's work.
ready know.
Mr. H.J. Chisholm of Portland. regisAll sizes and styles of pictures copied at
tered at Hotel Swasey, Tuesday.
Hayden's Photograph
Salo.on, Canton.
Stallion posters and pedigree cards,
The work on the foundation of the new
printed at the TELEPHOKE office.
steam grist mill has been begun.
The
Miss Lena Packard has gone to Gorham,
old blacksmith shop has been torn down,
N. II., visiting her brother, S. D. Packard. and H. A. Ellis, surveyor, has been trying
to locate the limits of the lot. A portion
Alpheus
Packard has purchased
the of the side track and freight platform will
stand where he now lives, of the Harlow be removed and another track arranged to
heirs.
accommodate
the mill. The work will
Send your orders for printing to the progress rapidly as soon as the frost will
T>:LEPHONE office, and get a free notice in ):>ermit of laying the foundation.
the paper.
A large lot of fine Razors and Pocket
Messrs. George and C. W. Merrill, of cutlery just received at Reynolds' Drug
Norway, are in town. They are builders Store.
of the steam grist mill.
The high water caused by 36 hours of
Mr. Stephen Hutchinson
of Paris, has heavy rain Friday and Saturday caused
considerable
trouble in this viciAity, as
been visiting his brother. A. P. Hutchinwell as all over the State.
The Androson, for a few days past.
scoggin was the highest fo!· many years,
Miss Lydia P. vVaite has gone to Au- but fortunately the ice went out a week bebun1, where she has a situation as book- fore. The large boom at Gilbertville was
keeper for Samuel Hayford:
carried away, but comparatively few logs
passed down river. A number of culverts
O. :,,I. Richardson has roses, chrysanthemun1s, carnations,
petunias, etc., no,v and bridges were either carried away or
damaged.
and roads e,·ervwhere washed
ready for sale at his hot-house.
badly.
In our village the high water
i\liss Rose Bennett
started Monday threatened
to do damage when the old
morning for vVest Gorham, Me., where flume at the tannery was cut away. At
she will teach school this summer.
the Im,·er mill pond a strong current set
Dr. H. T. Tirrell has moved from Liv- under the mill, washing heavily against
ermore Falls to Canton, and .i\lay 2d took the upper end of the old Canton iron
charge of the dental business recently pur- foundry, about 20 feet of which collapsed
during Saturday night; the walls settled
chased of C. R. Davis.
and the roof fell in. Its former dilapidatl\Iiss H. M. Glines has gone to Boston ed_ appearance
is not improved by this
to purchase her spring stock of millinery
mishap.
and fancy goods. Look for her usual an15 lbs. Standard
Granulated,
19 lbs.
nouncement next week.
Good Brown, or 17 lbs. White Coffee SuThe graYel train begun operations Mon- gar for $r.oo at H. H. _Burbank's
day morning,. in charge of Mr. Arthur Allen. Geo. W. Howe is promoted to bagHISLt.STYAmt
gage smasher for the time being.
1\Jr. C. L. Smith of Norwood, Mass., the
tannery man, arrived in town last week,
and is getting his business of repairing
and rebuilding the old tannery under way.

J.,fr. Edito-r; Dear Sir :-As I have sold
out here and expect to soon leave Canton,
I desire through the columns of your valDon't pay $r.50 or $2.00 for a local pa- uable paper to express my sincere thanks
per when you can get the best for only to the people of Canton and vicinity for
$1.00 per year in advance and stop when
bestowed
time paid for is out. Read our terms care- their very generous patronage
upon me since I came to Canton.
I have
fully.
found many good friends among the kind
Q.yite a lengthy and very interesting
people
here,
and
it
is
with
many
feelings
historic sketch of old residents of Dixfie!d
village, will appear next week. Buy a of regret that I take my leave of them.
I
copy and send to some friend, or pay for a shall always remember them with gratitnal trip for them.
tude.
H0tel Swasey is being renovated and
I leave in my place one who is well
improved with paint, whitewash and alabastine.
The dining room has been en- qualified in th e profession he has chosen,
tir~ly changed for the better, in new paint and I can heartily recommend him to yout:
and a pretty tint for the walls.
confidence and suppor'..
Dr. Tirrell was
On account of the bad condition of the formerly iFI company with me, and for the
past year he has been in the practice of
roads I shall continue to make photographs
at Canton one week longer, and move to dentistry at Livermore Falls, and has been
Livermore Falls Monday, May 15th.
very successful in his business.
I trust
\V. M. HAYDEN.
that all my patients and friends will give.
The Free Baptist Sabbath School have him the same support and patronage they
elected the fotlowing officers for the ensuhave me. I shall make no chai-ge for exing year: Supt., J. S. Mendall; Assistant
Supt., W.W. Rose; Sec. and Treas., Mrs. traction where sets extracted for are put up
W. W. Rose; Librarian, G. D. Gammon.
by Dr. Tirrell.
Yours very truly,
C.R. DAVIS.
vVe commend to the perusal of each of
our re:tders the Governor's
proclamation
appointing May IOth as Arbor Day for
DENISONMILLSSOLD.
l\'Iaine. Let every one do something,howeYer little, to make home surroundings
more attractive.
Wednesday forenoon the Denison paper
Sunday morning many people wondered and pulp mills at Mechanic.Falls and Canwhy the sign 'ofa big boot hung at the ton, were sold at. auction ,'being bid off by
cc,rner of the dental rooms and a gilded C.R. Milliken of Portland, for $100,000
to mortgages and taxes.
tooth dangleC: at the shoemaker's
shop. -subject
None of the boys could answer the questions satisfactorily.
20 nice, cut glass, crystal goblets for $1,
Miss Flora :VIitchell and Miss l\faud at Bosto.i 5 Cent Store.
Douglass are setting type for the Oxford
Demo"crat, at Paris Ilill.
Both these H~ J~~-b~~~.~~ed Honey for 2 5 cts. at H.
voung ladies have previously been employ~d in the TELEPH0'.'IE office, where they
An elegant line of Perfumes just receivwere initiated into the mysteries
of the
ed at Reynolds' Dru 5 Store.
cra~
•

ALL
ALONG
THE
LINE.
Canton

Point.

L. 0. Virgin has hired to 'Nm. R.
French on his farm, and has moved his
family into his house.
Thayer & Bradbury arc furnishing the
lumber for the new steam grist mill to be
erected at Canton by Attwood & Lowe.
A. E. Bradbury lost :i yearlings 'by poisoning, by eating blue paint, accidentally
spilled on straw in in his yard.
The late heavy rain leaves· ou,· land too
wet to wo1·k at present.
The river is high, remaining at the same
point for seve!'al days, owing to the immense quantities of snow up country. Kot
much lumber running.
H.

Dickvale.
Alpheus Burgess is q,,uite sick with a
large, painful tumor on his back.
Mrs. Isabella Marc;h is visiting at her
father's, Alpheus Burgess.
D. L. Chenery is hauling hay at $20
per ton.
Addison Peavey has a bad cut on his
arm which will prevent his doing any
work for some time.
David Atkins of this place, is at work
for Francis P. Putnam of Rumford.
Chas. Burgess is to work for G. O. Hersey again this summer.
Mrs. Clarinda Atkins has been quite
sick the past week, but is now improving.
0. O. Tracy is very much imprO\·ing
his house.
Kathan Bishop is doing the
work.
One of the bridges in the meadow road
went off in the late rain.
OLD PcT.

East Sumner.
An accident occurred ~o Augustus Oldham on Wednesday of last week. While
at work in Heald's dowel factory, a board
was thrown from a circular saw, striking
his right arm with great fovce and badly
bruising the muscles and possibly injuring
the bones.
He will prob:tbly be laid up
for some weeks. A narrow escape from
more serious results.
Friday's rain <lid rnmt damage to the
roads anrl culverts.
The mills were obliged to suspend operations for two or three
days on account of high water.
A building occupied b_y a Light Brahma family
had to be chained to the shore to prevent.
floating away. Tht family were removed
to higher quarters and Jamie was relieved
of great mental agony.
Sylvester Bisbee, who has been in Minnernta for the past eight years, is Yisiting
friends in Sumner.

~BYE.
(

Franklin

N. CARVER,
& PuB·R.

EDITOR

)

DIXFIELD.

Pl.

The much needed rain came Friday and
Saturday.
A jam of ice took a part of the
dam trom E. I. Abbott's mill.
Frank Child has sold his horse to Ira B.
vVing, fr., and bought a house aud lot of
Reuben Andrews.
Citizens here interested :n impnwement
are talking of enlarging,
improving and
making much needed repairs on the burying grqund.
A meeting Wednesday of
this week for consultation.
We have been agitating the cour.;e of remodeling and repairing our school house,
which very much needs it, but of course
there is an opposition line.
We intend to organize our Sunday school
next Sunday.
OLD Pu-:r.

No. TURNER.
No signs of a droll th at North Turner.
Ollr wells a>1dcellars are abundantly supplied witb Kature's only beverage.
Four
feet of water is running over the dam.
"Too much back pressure." says Leander.
Work was resumed at the chair factory
Monday the 2d.
\Valdo B. Keen, formerly of this place,
but lately of Lewiston, is here yisiting relatives.
Our two schools begin Monday, the 9th.
About 60 couple at the dance at Keene's
Hall, Monday night.
SPECSO.

No- Jay.
1\fr. S. R. Leland has been re-shingling
his barn and out buildings.
l\Iessrs Humphrey & l\Ierrill have been
putting a secwnd story on to the ell of
their house.
:l\Ir. Till Bryant has lost a valuable calf.
The water vvas ver_v high on the intervale last Friday.
A part of Adams' dam
went out which added to the water on the
intervale.
A

No.18..

l

Miss Ione Harlow is in towu.
Hon. George D. Bisbee
town the past week.

has been

Many small bridges
have to be rebuilt.

culverts

and

in
will

The Thad. White bridge still stands,
but the bank on one side is gone.
It pa_vs
to build good bridges and_ strong abutments.
••
Willis Brackett has finished plastering
the church.
The other repairs are being
brought to completion.
vVebbs river has
past week.

been

very

th;~:,;;~~1:

high

it ran through

was so

high the

:vlr. Foster's
well caved in a few days
ago, cau,ing the old gentlema·n considerable inconvenience and some expense.
One of John Toothaker's
Leghorns
comes to the front with an egg measuring
8½ by 6½ and weighing nearly four ounces.
This. does not quite come up to ,vid.
Brackett's find, which weighed five ounces.
Rents are com;ng up. vVe next ought
to hear of a proportionate advance in the
price of labor.
The Spring term of our village school
closed Frida v. The Summer term to be
taught by Il-frs. Park began the third clay
of May.

It is reported that Jason H. vValker who
has lately been afflicted with some disease
of the I rain, is to be taken to Augusta to
th e Asylum for th e insane.
Mrs. Martha Parsons who has been at
Mrs. Toothaker's.
was taken to her home
in Mexico, sick.
Some of our Dixfield ladies think there
is a chance for improvement
in the road
between here and Sam White's.
Mark Kilgore has bought the building
on \Veld Street, formerly occupied by th~
late Hon. E. G. Harlow.

The tooth-pick mill has been shut down
during the high water,. the river flowing
back and preventing
the running of the
vVe congratulate A. A Pomr0y on the wheel.
coming of a little girl to his family on
Donovan & Irish's cedar has been someThursday.
"·hat scattered over the Dixfield meadows
\Vatter was high at the mill on ·Friday. by the recent rise.
Ezra Staples got "swamped'"
on the
It did no great damage, only washed a
few stones into the wheel and cleared out Carthage road. In eras.sing a brook his
horse lost footing and had to swim ~ut.
some ntbbish.
Ezra got somewhat wet.
May day brought May flowers.
V.
Mr. S. C. Heald of East Sumner, now
West Sumner.
engaged in the manufacture of dowels at
Wm. L. Chase, having finished up his Andover, was in town Thun;day.
work here, has moveo his circular saw to
The young ladies are to present the
"Rebecca's
Triumph"
at the
Africa Farrar', mill, and will make lively drama,
Grange
Hall, Friday evening.
The rework of the lumber there.
ceipts are to be devoted to the church reOut of town parties, are talking up a pair fund. ,,.Let's give them a good house.
tooth-pick
factory_ here, which seems a
Staples & Kittridge did not complete
feasible plan, as there is plenty of lumber the sluicing of their logs-over the clam, on
account of high water.
about here for the work.
L. ('. Howe and wife are at his father's
A petition is in circulation to the SelectLeroy Keen was buried on FriElay last. for a short thme.
men to locate two new streets, one to start
He died from consumption and his wife is
Mrs. J. l\I. Buck is dress-making
in near the GraHge hall on Main St. and run
in a Northerly
direction to the Spool
quite feeble from the same disease.
Lewiston, for E. S. Paul, we understand.
Company lot, and the other from thi,
Rev. Mr. Beavins preached for Rev. Mr.
May flowers are quite abundant, regard- street westerly to Weld coming out below
Follett at Buckfield on Sunday.
Mr. Bea- less of cold and snow.
James Johnson's.
vins does not expect to remain in tc;nvn
We understand that John Toothaker has
niuch longer..
The Univer,alist church is being newly
been appointed
surveyor in this district
A. J. Robinson and wife are both quite painted by Hiram Howe.
and that he proposes to improve our streets
feeble.
A Mr. Stevens of Auburn has recently considerably.
Go ahead, fohn, the maMrs. Irene Robinson has been quite sick bought the horse, Lady Belle, formerly jority are with you.
from attack of neuralgia.
SLocu~1.
owned b_v himself, of Mrs. E. M. Dunn.
The Dixfield Spool Co. lost a portion
He came there with team and returned
of their hemlock, which was ·boomed in
East Hebron.
in one day, which speaks well for the trav- w·ebbs river. This was quite a loss, J1ot
so much financially as from the fact that
Mr. Benjamin Hodgdon died last Tues- elling, called ·'horrible".
Abbott pond dam gave way in the heavy the lumber is very much needed just no"··
day, after a long illness.
Funeral servi
Record's drivers, from Livermore Falls
ces were! attended by Rev. C. T. Keen, rain of Thursday night, causing a rapid
rise ;f the river. L. E. Gilman had the stayed here the night ot the ram. They
Thursday, at IO A. l\I. Text Ps. 12 :rBro. Hodgdon experienced
re_lil(ion forty- mornble a'rticles in his blacksmith
shop, were on their wav to Concord river to
start the drive fro,~ there, but did not do
nine years ago this coming summer and packed for a hasty stampede, which was so, fearing that the boom at Livermore
might not be sufficiently strong to hold
unnecessary.
has always maintained a faithful christian
John Heald is quite sick at the present the lumber in such water.
life. He has seen a great deal of sickness,
REM.
Albert D. Park found a coin in the cul.his wife having been an invalid for years. writing.
vert near Chase's
store after the rain,
Although she has been a great trial for
bearing the date of 1722. As yet it is unJUarrie<l.
his patience, yet he bore up under jt with
decided whether it is gold or copper.
It
Turner-Apr.
23, by Rev. A. N. Jones, is nearly as large as an oldfashion copper
christian grace and fortitude' to the last.
Mr. Olin P. Hurd of Lewiston, and Miss and is much bruised and worn. The coin
He leaves one son here, and one daughter
Alice T. Faulkner of Turner.
evidently is not American.
in Va., one bro th er in Buckfield, and one
Born.
The Dixfield Spool Company ha,·e just
sist<'r in this town, wrth a large circle of
Peru-Apr.
28, to the wife of A. A. purchased a new seventy-five horse power
friends_ to mourn his loss.
K.
Pomeroy, a daughter.
engine for their new mill. They bought
Canton-May
4, to the wife of W. M. it ofJ. W. Penny & Sons, McFalls. and
East
Ru.lnt'ord.
sold him the old one, now in use at SearsStubbs, a daughter.
Old Androscoggin
was on a rampage
Power will be supplied by two fiftv
Woonsocket, R. I.-Apr.
23, to the wife port.
horse power boilers .. The engine is to b·e
last Friday and Saturday.
In tervales near- of Charles M. Holland, a daughter.
completed
before Sept. 1st, _'87.
ly all uncle,· water.
Died
The bell for the Academy is in place
Record, of Livermore Falls, with some
E. Hebron-Apr.
28,Mr. Benj. Hodgdon.
and is, according to good judges, a fine
16 river drivers, has been stopping at F.
Canton-May
1, Miss Sadie Beals, aged
one. -It needs to be raised some eight or
P. Putnam's since Friday.
They went up 21 years an_d_9_m_os_·~--ten ililches from its present situation,
to
to Concord river, this morning, to roll in
Duplicate
Photographs
furnished
at give forth its full volume c,f tone. This
bell was purchased of the McShane Bell
the landing of logs hauled in by Foster & short notice at Hayden's,'Canton,
Me.
Co., of Baltimore, M. D.
Marble.
Rags and old rubbers taken in exchange
T~e Newman bridge at .Carthage was
F. P. Putnam's daughters have returned for goods, at Boston 5 Cent Store.
earned
out clean and clear by the recent
from Kent's Hill. Alice will teach this
rise
of water. It is reported that it lodg-ed
summer in Dist: No. 4 , Peru, and Anna St:i~:.e Ball Goods at Reynolds'
Drug on the
Staples bridge and a portion ,,,ill
will teach in Dist. No. 2 in this town.
be saved. This bridge has been built onBoston
5 Cent
~t".ore.
ly a few years.
CHIPS.

Peru.

I

As• they entered the canon the paling
of the moon indicated that .the sun would
so~n be up" and the sky ,was already.
growing red in the east. A light mist
floated among the t~ps of the sycamoze
trees on the flats.
Suddenly the men stopped.
Ri!!ht before them on tho•road lay a
man.- llis clothes were soaked by the
Free lunches, froe pa.sses, they have at com- rain, which had fallen in teN.ents, and
mand,
his white collar and cufii were soiled
Rich gif.ts that to others nre lost,
with mud, IIis head was covered with
And gayly they feast on the fat of the land, mud and blood, and an. ugly gash in his
And travel regardless of cost.
But for all the fine banquets, th& wear and throat showed how ho had died.
tbe tear
One ot them at once started for the
or public or private displays,
tLw.1 to notify the authorities.
'J.'hdughyou may go free, 'tis as sure aa can
The coroner came aud took charge of
be
the botly, and men were set at work to
That somebody pay&
try and discover the murderer.
Some boast of the credit they freely obtain,
Inquiry at the brewery, brought out
The taxes from which they're exempt,
And to cancel the favors received, it is plaiu the fa\:t that a strange man had been,
They've made not n sin;;le attempt;
secn_thcrc late the preyiom afternoon,
With ho.nor at·' stake, they consent to remain and an old negro testified to having seen
In debt to the end or their days,
him going up the canon. A conductor
And with insolent prido, a "froo horse" they
on one of the cars said that a' man
ride,
answering the description given by the
For which somebouy pays.
men nt the brewery and the old negro
Some go through the world with a niggardly
hai ridden ou his car. A grocer's man
heart,
who happened tv be driving by had seen
And carry a miserly purse,
While others, with lil>eralzeal, do their part, this man and identified him as Loften.
And freely their treasures disburse;
When the officers came to his house
And for hours of idlenes3 we may enjoy,
• Loften was writing, and upon being told
For losses and needless delays,
that he was wanted went at once, thinkFor waste and neglect, it is well to reflect
ing there was some mistake which could
'l'hat somebody pays.
be <'asily explain cd, aud it was not until
-[Josephine Pollard.
brought before the magistrate that he
learned that ho was charged with mur
der.
He told his story, as we have already
It was a warm day in April.
• Charles Loften took a C'ar and rode out done above, and' pleaded his innocence,
to the end of the line, then he walked but the evidence against him seemed
on for some distance and turned up the too strong, and he was sent to prison to
hill to the left and took the road which await trial.
No one else had seen the two tramps,
leads down through Dead Man's Canon.
As he walked down the rough road nor could any traces of them be found.
Loften Jay awake all night in his cell.
he noticed a little child playing around
a pile of wood which her father had Ile knew that he was innocent, but how
was he to prove it1 He had always had
been chopping.
Farther down he saw two girls at a a stainless reputation, and now he was
He
spring, and as tho younger drank from a in prison accused of murder!
thought of the grief and shame it would
tin pail she said to her sister, ''What
cause to his friends. Then he broke
splendid water that is.''
Two men who were drawing stone left down and cried like a child.
After that he remcmbcrecl nothing.
their horses and went to the girls for a
When the jailer came with his breakdrink.
Some negroes were laughing and fast he found him staring at the blank
talking around a rough house on the wall of his cell. He spoke to him, but
the prisoner did not move.
Loften
side of the bluff.
All these things Loft.en noticed as he was mat!.
He was committed to an insanr. asylum,
walke<'\,")lld he also noticed two men,
eviden~J tramps, who sat 011 a stone in but the judge made a stipulation th{lt If he
should
ever recover bis reason he should
a lonely part of the canon talking in lo,v
tones, which ceased entirely as he came be tried for murder.
nearer.
For seven years Charles Loften was in
Loften went on through the canon and the asylum. He ate and slept aud was
..rossed the track~ to the brewery, where taken out to walk by a·nurse with some
he was going to look at some new ma- of the other patients, but he never spoke
and he never nppcared to notice anychinery.
•
After he had examined the machine one or anything.
At the end of seven years his reason
he went up ou the roof of the building,
from which there was '.In excellent view suddenly returned.
Everything
was
of the valley.
clear up to the night of his imprisonHe watched the river winding away ment, but of the time he bad spent in
. past cultivated lands and p~tches of for- the asylum he remembered nothing .
The court was notified that he had reest, past sandy flats and rocky bluffs.
He noticed the tall sycamore~, with their covered his reason, and a .time was set
white bark, scattered over the valley. for his trial.
In. the distance he could see the piled up
On the night before Charles Loften's
stone and the tall masts of the derricks trial a robbery was attempted in a neighfor moving it where a great ridge was boring town.
being built, and near by the cluster of
Between one ancl two in the morning
houses covered with tar paper, where the owner of a handsome place on the
the workmen lived. On the other side outskirts of the town wall awakened ancl
was the city with its towers and chim- thought he heard some one moving in
neys, and over all the dark cloud of the house. He got up and went to his
smoke curling upward.
And then there door and found that some one was movwas the river again, and more flats and ing about in the library.
more bluffs and more cultivated land,
The he,use was lighted by electricity,
forest and white- barked sycamores.
and by pressing a button at the head of
Loften went down and sta.t"ed for the stairs the light could be turned on
home. As he went up the canon the all over the first floor.
men still sat on the stone whispering to• This he did, and in an instant. every
gethM, and agaiu stopped when be came ropm was lighted.
11ear.
Two men wh;>Jiad been groping about
It was growing dark.
The men who in the darkness were at first blinded and
had been drawing stone had lefc their stupefied by the bright light coming so
wagon by·the road and gone for the suddenly, then they cam,!l to their senses
night. He met one old negro carrying a and ran, and as the proprietor hurried
pail of water. There was no one talk- down stairs he saw them running through
ing before the house now. The sprin(l' the house nnd escaping by a side door.
As the men crossed the yard the night
was deserted, and the water ran quiet!;
down the hill. The little girl and the watchman saw them and fired his pistol.
man who bad been chopping woGd were The foremost man fell, but the other
gone too.
made good his escape.
Near the head of the canon Loften
On the first day of Loften's trial a jury
met a well dressed man going down. hncl been selected, a few witnesses had
They nodded as they passed anu said been called and the court had adjourned.
something ahout the bad walking.
On the second day of the trial,
Loften noticed that black cloud'! were just a1 the third witness was about to
gathering, and when he reached the top take the stand, a note was handed to
of the bluff it was quite dark.
He took the juclge.
a car and went home, and as he went into
It stated
that, on examining the
his house he heard tho roar of distant wounds of the burglar who had been
thunder.
shot in the neighboring town two nights
As the flashes of lightning for a second before, it had been found that he could
i lumine:1 the lower encl of Dead :i\Ian'.' not live, and on learning this the man
Canon a well dressed man lay in the road ba'.l made a confession.
near the rock where the two tramps had
He said that seven or eight years besat whispering together-but
the tramps fore he nn,i one of his companions had
·were gone.
murdered a man in Dead 1\Iau's Canon
It was still moonlight when the quar- and robbed him of some valuable papers
rymen started for their wo1k.
which he had in hi5 pos3esaion. He
'Ibc storin· had gone by aud .the sky knew that an innocent man had been
was bri!!ht with stars,
arrested, but thought lie would be ac-

~omeoo.17 Pays.
ftnd It conYenient to lin at their -.
And all obligations to s~
•
On every occasion to ® as they pleue,
And give no attention to work.
.AB idlers and sluggards, as loungers and
drones,
Thay follow their indolent ways.
By being thus lax, increasing the tax
That somebody pays.
&,me

DEADMAN'SCANON.

quitted. He ha_d.afterwarJs learne:l that
the .man, whose name was Qharles Lo(ten,
had ileco~e insane and had been placed
in an asylum.
'l'he mRn who listened to the story,
knowing that Loften was now on trial for
this crime, had sent for a justice and had
the man make an affidavit, which he had
sent at once to the court.
When the judge bad rend the note the
affidavit was sworn to, and Charles Loften, after seven years' imprisonment for a
crime he had never committed, was once
more at liberty.-[New
York Graphic.

A Pretty Custom.
It was a pretty custom long ago for
lovers to exchange rings. The gentleman did uot, have to spend a month's income for a ·pretty trinket for which he
got no ··return, but he also wore and
cherished a souvenir from'his sweetheart.
Chaucer describes a heroine ns giving her
lover a ring on which were engraved
suitable love -mottoes and receiving a
like one in return.
Shakcspere makes
more than one allusion to this custom.
In the "Two Gentlemen of Verona" Julia
gives Porteus a ring, saying: "Keep you
this remembrance for thy Julia's sake."
To \\hich he replies: "Why, then we'll
make exchange; here, take yon this."
A "gimmal" or linked ring was then
invented which gave still greater force
and significance ·:,) the custom. It was
made of a double and often triple link,
which turned upon a pivot. It could be
opened, showing . three rings. A small
band was attached to each outer ring,
which, when closed, caused the- hand to
clasp, inclosing a heart which was affixed
to the central notched ring. It was customnry to break these rings a~undcr m a
solemn manner over the bible. 1t was
always done ht the presence of a witness,
who kept the center rink, the betrothed
couple reserving
the
two outside
links. When the marriage contract was
fulfilled at the altar the three portions
were united and the ring used in the
ceremony.-[Jewelers'
Weekly.

. CLll'l'INGS FOR THE. CURIOUS.
The laws of Massachusetts
were
first collected, codified and printed in
16
~~e phrase "royal road to learning" is
trace_d back to the great geometrician,
Euclid.
The eminent statistician, Dr. Farr,
estimated the natural lifetime of a man
to be 100 years.
What is now Annapolis, Md., waa
originally named Ann Arundel Town.
The present name dates from 1695.
Needles originally came from Spain.
Tiic method of making them was introduced into England by a G!lrman named
Cowes, during the reign of Elizabeth.
The nickname John Bull, given tc.
'Englishmen, is said to have been derived
•from Dr. Arbuthnot's
satire,
"John'
Bull," published in 1712.
The highest price ever paid for a book
in Germany is said to be $1650, given at
Cologne for a copy of the original Latin
edition of the '•L~tters of Columbus,"
printed 111 1403.
The micrometer, an astronomical instrument used to measure minor distances and objects in the heavens, was
invented by William Gasgoigne, who
was killed at the battle of Marston Moor,
July 2, 1644.
The establishment of county courts in
Amer;ca. dates back to 1622, wh<in they
were evicted in Virginia, the number of
settlements and distance between the
same making it inconvenient to transact
all the business of that colony at Jamestown.
Samuel Raplee, who lives near Cincinnati, claims to be 115 years old, and
some of his neighbors who have known
him for seventy yea s say that there can
be no doubt about his being at least 108
years old.
He was born in Burlington, N. J., and was a soldier in the war
of 1812.
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Do you feel dull, languid, low-spirited, lifeless, and Indescribably miserable, both physically and mentally; experience a sense ot
fullneas or bloating after eating, or of" goneness," or emptiness or stomach in the morning, tongue coated, bitter or bad taste In·
mouth, irregular appetite, dizzlneas,frequent
headaches, blurred eyesight," floating specks"
~:~~ifo~~1r~rtittiRf?gr's tlr::~!~'":1:gffl~s:~
11
~~~~~~~s1:'~fh pa?~ ber!e~~iot~re~h~~d
feet, drowsiness after meals, wakefulness, Ol'
disturbed und unrefreshing sleep, constant,
indescribable feeling of dread, or of impending-calamity-?
If hou have all, or any co118ldernble
number
rtaf :'isi5ye~[;,_~~~•J't°1:!r1~~~~~~aJ{;~
Bilious Dyspepsia,or Torpid Liver; associated
witll Dyspepsia, or Indigestion. Tile more
complicated your disease has become, the
greater the number and diversity of symp.
toms. No matter what stage it hRl!reached,
Dr, Pierce's Golden l'IIedieal Discovery
will subdue it, if taken according to directions for a reasonable length of time. If not
cured, complications multiply and Consump.
~i~i~~fs~:tlTc1~~nii:::so~~~~e~1=
maladies arc quite liable to set in and, sooner
or later, induce a fatal termination.
Dr, Pierce's
Golden Medical Di ..
covery acts powerfully upon the Liver, and
~~ii':s~~
t~~~~st:~f b~i°g1~~d::1i~~ff
ai~~
~~~~l:;'•
e~~~i~i!'saU:~e~c'ffi;eu';;~:nle
0
~t%~g~~~nri:~~D~Xr,~~?~f
f{f: ~!~.si11s
0
~rg:JP;Ji~~!· ~:~ti~ttb~~~i
~uB~?~ ~~
both flesh and strength. In malarial districta,
this wonderful medicine has gained great
~l:~~i~~~iux~t/:~rkt~~r!Jctfse~~
and
Dr. Pierce's Golden lUedlcal Dlacovery
••
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CURES ALL HUMORS,

~g~t asg1g;::i~~ \~l~~he~m~Pf~~;;-st6'r:S~~
0
~~~d btg~[\1~~~n•~~ ig~~e~ 'g}e'tl:
~/:i~~r~Jearn~v;~~gufg.~_i~;~fa~ff,~ :J:i';f;;
Its benign influence. Especially has it manifested its potency in curing Totte1·,Eczema,
Erysipelas,Boils,Cm·buncles,Sore Eyes, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Hip-joint Disease,
~~xb~1!r';:~i°Wi~~d~.oit1s°enrJ~c~en~ec~
stamps for a large Treatise, with colored
plates, on Skin Diseases,or tbe same amouot
for a Treatise on Scrofulous Affections.
"FOR THE BLOOD IS THE LIFE."
Thoroughly cleanse it by using Dr. Pierce,.
Golden Medical Dh1covery, and good
digestion, a fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital
The last survivor of Washington's life- strength and bodily health will be established.
guard was s~rgeant Uzel Knapp, who
CONSUMPTION,
died in the town of New Windsor, Or- which is Scrofula orthe Lungs, is arrested
The Rat's Weapons.
and
cured by this remedy, if taken in tho
nnge Co., N. Y., January 11, 1857, at earlier
sta~es of the disease. From I.ts marThe rat is finely equipped for the pethe age of ninety-seven.
He was a na- velous power o,,er this terribly fatal cllsease,
when
first offering this now world-'famedremculiar life be is ordained to lead. He
tive of Stamford,. Conn., and served in edy to the public, Dr. Pier~ thought seriously
CURE,"but
has str.ong weaponS' in the shape of four the Continental army from the beginning of calling it bis .. CO:NSIJMPTION
abandoned that name as too restrictive for
long and very sharp te!lth-two in the of the war to its close.
a medicine which, from its wonderful comupper jaw and two in the lower. These
Of the amount of silver in cxistenct ~tn~f~~d~c1e~nnji~g~r
nutritive properties, is. unequaled, not onlv·
teeth are wed~e-shaped,
and by a won$4,000,000,000 is estimated to be in coin as a remedy for Consumption, but for ail
Chronic Diseases of tho
derful provision of nature have alway~ a
and bullion, $1,200, 000, 000 in watches,
fine, sharp, cutting edge. On examining
and the remainder in plate, jewelry and
them carefully, the inner part is found
For Wenk Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortornanments.
Of the amount in existto be of a soft, ivory-like composition,
ness of Breath, Chronic Nasal Catarrh, Bronence, $4, 745, 000, OCO is estimated to chitis, Asthma, Severe Coughs, and kindred
which can easily be worn away, and the
it is an efficient remedy.
have been obtained from North America, affections,
Sold by Druggists, at $1.00, or Six Bottles
outside is compo3ecl of a glass-like en$736,000,000 from South America, $63,- forJ2s~~d ten cents In stamps for Dr. Pierce's
amel, which is exceedingly hard. The
000, 000 from Europ!l, $47,000,000 from book on Coll8umption. Address,
upper teeth work into the under so that
Africa and $31,000,000 frc-m Asia, inWorld's
Dispensary
Medical
Association,
the centres of the opposed teeth meet
cluding Australia, New Zealand and
663 Iilaiu St., BUFFALO, N. Y.
perfectly in the act of gnawing, hence
Occanica. The amount of precious metthe soft part is being continually worn
als in existence is estimated to bo $13,away, while the harcl part keeps a sharp,
CURESWHEREAll ELS£FAILS,
947,000, 000.
Best 1~'°r{r1,'e~y~~rd
Jt•J~lg~U~e
chisel-like edge all the tim!l, and at the
'Hiiilil:-·
••
b....._
same time the teeth ar!l constantly
The Best Hog Guesser.
growing up from the bottom, so that as
The Rochester Union s'ys that lliram
'they wear away a fresh supply is ready. Sibley of that city is the best hog guesser
Shoulcl one of these teeth !Jc removed by in western New York, nnd prove.~ it by
UvrLLA, 'vV.Va.,
}
accident or otherwise, the opposing tooth telling how he once visited a form where
Nov. 17, 1886.
will continue to grow, and there being a hog had just been killed and was asked
Recently
I
bought
a
nothing to wear it away, it will project to guess on its weight.
Aiter due deyoung horse.
He was
from the mouth and be turned upon it- .liberation and estimation he said, slowly:
taken very ill with Pneuself, and if it \.Jean under tooth it will ••That hog weighs exactly two-hundred
monia.
I tried to think
grow so long as to penetrate the skull.
and-sixty-one-pounds-and-a-quarof something to relieve
ter." The hog was placed upon the
him.
Concluded what
Salt.
was good for man would
scales.
It weighed 261 3-4-half
a
A New York commission merchant
be
good
for the horse.
pound over Mr. Sibley's guess! He was
said to a Commercial reporter: "The
So I got a bottle of Piso's
thoroughly disgusted, and said:
"How
experiment of making solar salt has been
Cure and gave him half
could I have been so much mistakenl"
tried in this country but without much
of it through the nosPresently his eyes lighted up with tritrils.
This helped him,
success. The quality of the sea water
umph, as he detected a stone in the hog's
and I continued
giving
varies a good deal. It will deposit one
mouth designed to keep thll jaws dissame doses night and
kind of salt on one island and another
tended while the carcass was being
morning
until
I had
perceptibly different, even to the eye,
dressed.
"Take out that plug," said
used two bottles.
The
on another island perhaps not more than
horse has become perhe, "and you will find it weighs pre•
forty miles away. We do an immense
fectly sound.
I can recisely half a pound."
"And it did, 11
trade with the West Indies in salt. There
commend Piso's Cure for
says tb.e Union, "to a grain."
are a dozen places that furnish altogether
the horse as well as for
different kind, of salt, and each has its
man.
Making Artificial Rubles.
particular use. One very fine and easily
N. S. ]. STRIDER.
M. Frcmy has read a paper at tho
soluble variety is used in the flavoring Paris Academy of Sciences describing
of chewing tobacco. Not many chew- the successful researches made by him,
CURESWHERE
All ELSEfAtlS.
ers know that, \.Jut they would find out with M. Verncuil's assistance, for obtainBest 1":~lf!e~y~~rd
;fy"8J:':;g~~~
Use
very quickly that something was lack- ing artificial rubies. Some years ago he _
-~,.
bg if the salt should be omitted. discovered the first method of producing
Some physician~ have thought that the rubies, but all the specimens obtained
p,~tence of the salt makes the tobacco were pasty, and wore away in scales.
very injurious."
He adopted another process, and by letA GrGat
MedicalWorkfor Young
ting alurnnrn dissolve in fluoride of
An Absurd Proposition.
andMiddle-Aged
Men.
calcium he obtainqd crystals of alumina
Lily (secretary of the cooking class)--that is to say, perfect rubies defying
Now, girls, we've learned nine cakes,
the closest scrutiny, and even higher in
two kinds of angel food and seven pies.
value than natural stones. They can be
What next?
made of large sizc.--[London News.
Susie (engaged)-Dick's
father says I
must learn to make bread.
Of No Use to llim.
Indignant Chorus-Bread 1 Absurd I
Binks (to young Cadlcy) - Hello,
What are bakers for?-[Pittsburg
Bulle- old man, been shooting1 What luck¥
tin.
Cadley- Horrible.
I had one of these
duced dogs along called pointers, and
Afraid to Pass Anything,
First director-I
u·1n afraH.l we ahaU when he found any gnme his hena was
looking straight one way, and his tail
have to pass a divi,lend again.
stuck out straight the other, and I didn't
Second director-We
can't do it.
The Interstate Commercial la\\ know w~1ich end he was pointing
wf th.
So tiidn't get a thing. -[Tiddoesn't allow· us to pass any.t-hing."Bits.
fPittsburg Chronicle.
'
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A Striniro Race. •
LA-DIES' DEPARTME~T.
•. Prof. Miguel Murazta, says Nature,
Ttie Dlvldetl
Skirt.
has made what seems ,a curious anthropo"From the way some of our customlogical discovery in the Villle~ of the_ I crs talk of the divided skirt," said a
Re bas (Geronu), at th e en~ of th ~ E~ st ~rn fashionable drc:ssmaker· recently, "it is
Pyrenees. There exists m this district evident that most people suppo'e Rosina
a somewhat numerous group of people, Vokes to be the inventor of that new
who are cnlled Nanos· (dwarfs) by the fad. On the contrary, Lady Haberton
other inhabitants
and as a matter of
.
.
fact arc not m~re than four feet in of London is the rnvc_nto~ and sponsor,
hei;ht.
Their bodies are fairly well and has been advocatmg its use for ~he
built hands and feet small, shoulders las,t, five years. A great many Engh~h
and iii s broad makin"0 th~m appear ladies use them and at least a dozen rn
P
'
,
•
this city.
I fancv, though, that the
more robust than th~y really are. Their adies find that the ;kirt is not a thing of
features are so poculmr that there is no
. .
d .
I .
h h
.
•
•
All h
unn11tlrrate Joy.
t Is rat er ampermg
m1stakl'11gthem nm~ng ot 1iers.
ave at first!'-L-Philadel
hia Call.
red hair; the· face Is as broad as long
P
-with high check-bc,nes, strongly-deA Novelty at,. Weddlnir.
vcloped jaws nnd fiat nose. The eyes
At a recent New York wedding a tin
are not horizontal; but somewhat oblique, box was provided, in which a sheet of
like those of Tartars and Chinese. A paper co~taining the autographs of all
few stra,.,,.,linnweak hairs are found in present, a list of the gifts received,
0 0
plnce of bcard'. The skin is pale and photographs of brido and groom, a
flabby. Though the mouth is large, the piece of the wedding cake and the
lips do not quite cover the large pro- bride's dress, one of her gloves, some of
jecting incisors. The Nanos, who arc the orange blossoms and anythiug else
the butt of the other inhabitants, live of iuterest.
'l'he box to be securely
entirely by themscl ves in Re bas. They fastened; not to be opened for twentyint~~·marry only among themselves, so flvc years.· The mother of the bride ha.d
that their peculiarities continue to be had a similar box prepared and found
reproduced.
Entirely without educa- the opening of it twenty--five years after
tion, and without any chance of improv- an event of such interest that she ading their condition, they lead the life of vised her daughter to do the same.
pariahs. They know their own names, What a chapter of history such a casket
but rarely remember those of their contains 1
parents; can hard1y tell where they live,
Fabulous Cashmere 8haw11.
and have no idea of numbers.
From here we drove into the native
Treasure-Trove.
city to visit the bazah, in which are to
The holding an inquest upon trcasure- be found trader, from all over the Puntroveis among the most ancient duties of jab, and from Cashmere, Bokhara, Thi.
the coroner. Bv a statue of Ed ward I bet, Kashgar, Persia and all Asiatic na·
the coroner was required, on being cer- tions. Amritsar is the wealthiest city
tified by the king's bailiffs· or other in the Punjab, only rankil'\g second to
"honest men of the country," to go to Delhi in its population, which amounts
the places where treasure was said to be to about 140,000 people. ltll imports
found and to inquire who were the amount to $15,000,000 annually, and its
finders. It is quaintly su:;gested that it trade is constantly increasin 6 . The best
may well be perceived who is to be sus- llart of the trade is in Cashmere shawls,
pected of finding it, "where. one liveth Rampore chuddas, silk manufactures and
riotously, haunting taverns and hath delicate work in ivory and metals. Some
done so a long time."
Moreover, the 5000 looms·are employed for the manuindividual might be apprehended
upon facture of shawls from the· fine wools of
this suspicion. But the new regulations Cashmere, Thibet a.nd Kirman.
Loomwill probably supercede all these old made shawls have been manufactured
processes. In the future there will be here that have been valued as high as
little temptation
to conceal treasure- $8D00, but tho work on one of such
trove, because the finder will be quite shawls would probably employ from
as substantially re'Wl'arded by discovering thirty to fifty weavers for as long as
it to the authorities.
In a recent case twelve months.-[Letter
from India.
the treasury gave a practical' illustration
A. Bone,nza
queen's
Crown Jewell,
of this. A number of old English gold
It is said in Paris that Mrs. ,John
coins of various date were found by a
workman in some old oak beam which Mackay owns the .finest jewels 1n the
was taken from a farmhouse near Luton. world. Two specimens certainly take
Of these many proved of such rarity that precedence over any of the kind that
they were sent to the national collections, are kown. One is a sapphire that she
but the treasury gave orders that the bough.t for $150,000 from a Russian
finder should be paid for them at the prince. It measures a centimetre, about
and
rate of their value as old golci, while the four-teuths of an inch in diameter,
has no defect.
She owns uls·o the most
remainder were returned to him.--[Chamsplendid emerald known.
Among her
ber's Journal.
other tovs is a necklace of pearls worth
A Talking ll'lachine. .
$100,000, and a set of corals, comprising
A new invention, called the grapho- a brooch, crown, bracelet, etc., all of the
phonc, seems lil~ely to overshadow the most delicate rose color, each piece covutility of its predecessor with the re- ered with diamonds. It took two years'
vised nam6 of phonograph.
Its con- searching to complete the collection of
struction is the work of Mr. Sumner gems, and there exists only one other
Taintor, Prof. Alexander G, Bell, the like it, end that belongs to thll queen
inventor of the Bell telephone, and Dr. of Portugal.
Further than these is a
Chichester A. Bell, a prominent chemist. pair of solitaires worth $425,000.
One
The graphopone is very simple, receiv- of them was bought at the sale of the
ing the sound waves from the voice on a effects of the duke of Brunswick, and
small preparation of wax and parnffine the jeweler who was commissioned with
by means of a small point attached to securing its mate wus upward of two
the diaphragm of the machine. This years in getting it. Most of theso jewels,
w~ and parsffine cylinder can then be as well as a great quantity of valuable
utilized at any, time to grind out a repe- lace, will probably come, some day, to
tition of the songs, laughs, whistles, or the Princess Colonna, the daughter of
speeches stamped upon it. Jt is re- Mrs. Mackay.-[Eclcctic
Gazette.
ported to have work.?d very satisfacA Dead 1,·nsblon to be Revived.
torily, and stenographers
think that it
At moi·e than one "first night" lately,
will work a revolution in their business powdered coiffures have made their apuy doing away with the need of amanu- pearance in the stalls of ~he West
enscs. Two people miles apart, in busi- End theatres, and ns everything must
ncss or social connection, by possessing have a beginning it is just possible that
each a machine, can send the wax cylin- this phen<Jmenon may portend a general
dcr through the mail, and so converse . return to the fashion of using hair powwith e.uch other, while the probability der so prevalent in the last century.
of the price being low will make the Women nearing foi·ty are, it must be
graphophone easily obtainable.
confessed, under a strong temptation to

Ilrave and llopefnl.
Oh, it's easy to be brave when the world is Oil
your side;
And it's easy to be hopeful when all goe,i
well.
But to laugh, and keep a stout heart tho'
trouble does betide
Our hearts and homes, that's harder far to do
than 'tis to tell.

prevent the powder fiy,"ng about like
dmt.
In the -last century it wa,q custom!\ry for ladies. to wear, not powder
pure.and simple, but a species of oleaginouq ''flour" or paste, which reduced the
hair to a truly filthy condition.
Ono
may well be alarmed at the prospect of
the revival of suc3 a f11Shi<>n.-[Londoo
Life.

For 'tis indeed a hero'a heart;. that can b8
brave and gay,
With sorrow knocking at the door, fires dead
The queens in southern 'Europe are a
on hearth-stones cold
remarkably interesting group of women. And hopeful eyes in truth are those which
The quean of Roumnnia, or Carmen
look beyond the gray,
Sylva, is not only a poetess, and full of Grim skies of Winter, seeing. Summer•, blu.t
sun-washed with gold.
picturesque romance, but she lately un--[Boston Budget.
derwent examination for a diploma that
might gi,ve her a right to do certain
IIU.UOROUS.
teuchmgs· in tho schools.
Everybody
knows of the skillful manner in which • A smoke stack-A bunch of cigars.
Christina, the queen of Spain, performs
One acre i~ enough-espedally
if it bi,
her unwontc:d duties. And now Margaa tender corn.
ret-of Savoy, the queen of Italy, is to apA man born at sea cannot be proud of
pear as an author,
with her stories
his native land.
founded on the legends of the Middle
Cyclones, like politicians, are notoriou,
Ages. Among tho various languages
spoken fluently by this queen is English, for laying wires.
in which she reads every new book of
A photographer's negative-His refusal
importance,· keeping herself posted on tc give sittings on credit.
English politics and gossip. In religious
One thing about these cyclones is that
matters she is neither too liberal nor too they always seem to be in a hurry.
devote, and she is a passionate patriot.
The king of Denm:uk wants soldier$
In person she iq lovely, fair and bright, with large noses. Recruiting a bugli,
more graceful than majostic, with a corps, probably.
feminine sweetness very attractive in a
A little burn makes a big smart someroyal personage. Her family relations
times. But even a big burn could not
are perfect; she is the intimate friend of
make some people_ smart.
her young son, the prince of Naples;
Donkey parties nre all the rage out
and, often seen on the streets and
among the shops, she is idolized by thi, West. It is tacitly understood that thi,
dudes furnish the donkeys.
Roman people.
It is not the biggest things that mab
Fashion Notes.
the greatest commotion. Take a mouse
Bonnets are a tri.tl,elarger.
in prayer meeting for instance.
Small simulated capes are a novelty.
The ideal wife gets out of bed, lights
Tailor made gowns
are more worn the fire and has the breakfast preparedthan ever.
before she calls the ideal husband.
Hoop and pendant car-rings are in
A devoted swain declares he is so fond
fashion again.
of his girl that he has rubbed the skin
Basque bodices are cnHrely out ol from his -nose 1.Jykissing her shadow on
favor in Paris.
the wall.
Sprigged and striped challies appear
Jenny Lind wns at Cannes during the
among new goods.
earthquake, but as she had brought down
The black lace dress of high fashion is mnny houses in her time she was not
of Chantilly or its imitation.
disturbed.
Leather jackets are now being made
A person may be a very poor pedesin very jaunty shnpes and fit the figure. trian; nevertheless, go as slow as he will,
Crystal buttons, both perfectly smooth and without any effort, he can always
and also cut in facets are stylish on light catch a cold.
suits.
''Madam," said a gentleman to a lady,
'The new point d'esprit has very small "pardon me, but your hnir is coming
dots thickly set on a very fine diapha- down."
''And yours, sir," replied the
nous net.
Judy indignantly, "is coming out."
Seven different kinds of straw in om
The economy of nature made a bad
bonnet frame may seem too many but it break when it supplied pigs with tails.
is a la mode.
A pig's tail is of no more use to the pig
Velvet still is and will be the favorite than the letter "p" is to pneumonia.
trimmings for all sorts of fabrics, silk
"This is one of the silent watchciJ of
cott0n and wooien.
the night," remarked Fanglc, as he
Lace parasols, with '.I fulled c,wer over looked at his time-piece on arising this
a satin in color are among the prettiest morning and found it had stopped at.
of all the new fashions.
eleven p. m.
Jewelled hairpins are the latest, and
"A drop of ink may make a million
are in all sorts of pretty designs, novel lhink," says Byron. Yes, and it is apt
and attractive at the same time.
to make one woman think enough for
Velvet ribbon and silk watered ribbon the other 9!l9,999 when that samo drop
are used for trimming thin black toi- ornaments her carpet.
Iettcs for the summer, many yards beingMrs. Henpeck: "I sec that one of th&
required.
convicted anarchists wants to get marLar"e LeaO horn :flats, which were so ricd." :Mr. Hen peck: "I wonder why
stylish last summer for children and they don't let him._ It ~o~!d bo much
young ladies are again fashionable for cheaper than hangmg him.
the season.
"Indeed, it happened in less time than
Cashmeres are in all the newest shades I take to tell it," said the lady who was
and are used to combine with the velvet considered somewhat of a bore.
''Oh,
stripes so stylish for petticoats, vests and I haven't the least doubt of it," replied
trimmings.
the patient and truthful listener.
F,rncv sleeves seen on many of the new
A magazine writer says that blue eyes
summe; triblets but on all they aim at indicate a mild and even disposition.
comfort and none are so tight us was tho Black and blue eyes, it is presumed,
fashion last season.
mean a combative disposition-and
that
Wild flowers, such as buttercups, their wearer tackled the wrong man.
popies, daisies and clover blossoms, arc
the prilicipal trimming in artificial ~ow- .
The .Dried Currents Indn'!try.
er~ for summer millinery.
"One would hardly think that a sinFancy straws arc seen. in hats as well o,Je iudustry would support vnst numas bonnets. Colored straws and jetted
bers of people and for~ au . i~:
braids are new and stylish. Green is a portant product of an entire nation,
stylish color in hats for the coming sea- said one of our leading grocers the other
son.
day. "I am referring to dried currants
So many gray suits are se~n in new as the products and Greece as the counPreparing for Emergencies.
powder their hair as a means of disguis- models that without doubt they will be
try. To show how enormously her
Thus far Germany has no colonies to ing the ravages of time, a nd even young more popular than the more decided
prosperity has increase<i in this respect,
amount to anything, but the government faces are sometimes seen to advantage
shades which are seen in the light weight I have simply to tell you that the crop
under a powdered coiffure. Considerhas increa5cd from 12,000,000 pounds i11
is raising a corps of old soldiers for in"' the caprices of fashion, there would fabrics.
Fancy ribbons with fl wide feather 1860 to 200,000,000 pounds in 1886. If
colonial service.
When that corps is th~reforc be nothing astonishing in the
mustered in, it-will remind ,one of the revival of the fantastic
headgear of edge are considered very stylish, particu- it isn't an important staple to Greeca
little boy who was overlooked at the din- Mme. de Pompadour and her contempor- larly for making the high standing bows I'm unable to say what it is."-[Phila•
ner table, and, in order to attract aries. It is for the men to set their which are still the leading fa.5hion for delphia C_u_ll.
______
_
attention, put a large dab of musf hat trimming.
tard on·his plate.
't
faces against any fashionable fo11y o
What Ma Said.
"What's that fori." asked his father. this kind, for, all theories to the contraA ":Sell,''
Bobbie was at a neighbor's and in reThe latest "fake" among retail deal- sponse lo a piece of bread and butter
"That mustard is .{or the meat rm ry notwithstanding,
it is certain that
going to get after a w_hile, perhaps."women, whatever they may say, are ~rs is the announcement that they will had politely said "Thank you."
Texas _Siftings.
lnrgcly intluenced by a desire to please sell thirteen postage stamps for a cent and
"That's right, Bobby," said the lady.
the opposite sex. Hair powder, to my a quarter.
Naturally, the person so in- "I like to hear little boys say "Thank
Cause for Absence.
mind, would be a monstrosity in these formed will exclaim as to how such a you."
L~yman
(to minister)-Thc
bad days, when simplicity of attire is, ,or thing can be, but a moment's thought will
"Yes, ma told me I must say th~t ~l
weather
~eeps
a
good
many
people
away
ou"ht to be, the standard of taste. l! ot· impress him with the truth of the state- you gave me anything to eat, even if 1t
!tis said that a man could easily ca~ry
from
church,
I
suppose,
Mr.
Goodmani
no;
o::ily
is
this
use
of
hair
powder
in
itmcnt, inasmuch us he can buy thirteen wasn't nothing but bread an' butter;
·$,(.0,000, 000 if the money was in $10,000
Minister- Y c-es; but
bad wcuthe1· I self a sham, and, therefore, objectionatwo-cent stamps anywhere for a cent and but if you want to hear me say it again,
.bills. It is worth while for every man to
doesn'
t
keep
as
many
away
from
churph
ble,
but
it
entails
the
use
,ef
hair
oil,
or_
a quarter of a dollar.-[Phila.dolphia
yoo.'ve either got to put jam 011, it or
know .this so as to prepared for an emerg~.
'
'••
as ~~ ~o~tr~u~ion b~~~~s, !UYbr~!h~r. some other abominatioo. of the kind, to Call.
crive me some cake."-[Harper'a
Bazar,.

Hon. Joseph Nimmo, Jr., who hasjlX•
plored the "arid regioa" of the interior,
with the view of writing a book in regard to it, gives the follewing description of the Chinook Wind: The name
"Chinook Wind" is applied to an aerial
current from the great Kuro-Siwo of the
Pacific
Ocean.
During
the winter
months this current of air occasionally
debouches over the crest of the Rocky
}fountains into the British Northwestern
Proyinces,
:Montana and ,vyoming.
Sometimes it extends far south into Colorado, but seldom much further east
than the western boundary of Dakota.
It is the result of simultaneous low barometer cast and high barometer west of
the Rockies. The atmospheric change
which it produces is about as marked as
that which one would experience during
the month of January in passing from
Q-ucbec to Key West. The coming of
the Chinook Wind is always sudden,
and somewhat phenomenal.
In the
course of two hours the thermometer
may
rise
from
45°
below
to 450 above zero.
o~casionally,
wlien the snow-is deep, and the Chinook
Wind ha~ an extensive range nnd is long
con,tinued, • the· waters of the melting
snows pour down in torrents into the
Upper Missouri. The river is broken up
and rises above its bnnks. But as the
swelling flood reaches Dakota, it arrives
at a point beyond which the influence of
the Chinook Wind has not been felt.
Here the ice is from three to four feet
thick, and as solid as a rock. But the
snperincumbent wafors tear the ice from
its fastenings to the shores, and a "war
of the clements" ensues of surpassing
grandeur.
A gorge is soon formed,
which increase! in height until the great
ice-dam gives way, when the whole mass
moving on, again rips up the solid ice,
-which is piled in enormous masses, fifty
to one hundred feet in height, at points
along the bends of the river, until another gorge is formed, in its turn to be
burst asunder by the force of the rising
waters.
No railroad bridge, l,owevcr
stroni;r, coulrl resist the force of one of
these masses of ice.
But the Chinook Wind comes always
.as a blessin"' to the far northwestern
eattlc rang:S. Usually it is the ''breakup" of a blizzard. Dttrin~ these dreadful Arctic blasts the catllc retire to the
coulces and sheltered valleys.
After
they have cropped the grasses which
rear their heads above the snow, and
have exhausted the supply of sage-brush,
and olhcr varieties of the Artcmisia
family, the internal source of heat giving
out, the poor brntes arc forced to tramp
for life. Gathering in banlls, th~y listlessly wander over the vast ranges,
drifting with the bitter blast. Some or
them have their tails frozen, which drop
-off and their l~<YS
become reddened
0
wi~h frozen blood. The horns of other,
freeze, and in time fall off. • The distressed animals bellow with agony as
they move on. Cows which have dropped
late calves, and were in no condition to
"go into the winter," usually succumb.
Ono by one, cow and calf and weak
steer fall by the way, and speedily become the prey of wolves and bears
and mountain lions, which all the time
have hung upon the flanks of the retreating- herd, waiting for "one who
drops."
At such a time the blessed Chinook
Wind arrive,.
The weary cattle snuff it
.from afar, and come to a halt. Then, as
the warm air envelopes them, they lie
down to a long sleep. But the pangs of
hunger are upon them. As soon as they
.arc sufficientlv
rested they start at
once for the· '"Wmter ranges."
These
-comprise the areas remote from the
streams, which during the long dry season of the summer months have tethered
them in their grazing. But now the
Chinook Wind has formed pools from
the meltin" snows all over the country,
where the; may quench their thirst and
graze where they please. In the abun.dant pasturage thus opened up to them
they feed upon the highly nutdtious
grasses peculiar to the arid region, and
are soon reinvigorated.
But in the
-course of a few days the wind changes.
• An Arctic wave presses back the Chinook.
And now, with well-filled
stomachs and paunches, th? herd speedily seeks shelter and once more is forced
to under«o th: terr1ble ordeal of a
Northwes~ blizzard.-Frank
Leslie's.

A Group of Queen••
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Business Directory.

The Railroad Commiss10ners have verified my sharp drawn conclusions on the
Advertise1nmts under this heading inserted for 50 Bussey bridge disaster, on the Providence
cmtsperlineforoneyear.
R.R. last month.
They place the entire
responsibility on the present management,
-CANTON.and the road's management from the very
Bo~T0N 5 CENT STORE, 1-Iolt's·Block.
Furniture,
Th_ey affirm th~t preventable
Crock~ry, Glas:5·& Tin \Vare.
Great bargains in beginnin~.
accident ,s a cnme, when 1t occurs and
5 and 10 cent g-oods.
CR DAVIS,
Dentist.
Office o,·er Rrick Store. At
rests on those responsible.
They charge
Dixtid<l
tin;t Tuesd:ly and w~ed. in c:h.:h month
the management
with employing a man
for brid_ge inspector who passed over the
vital points of the bridge without knowing
D Ba.ADFO1<.D, Bi;ick Store, General Stock.
B1<1DGIIAM
& JOHNSON, ~1cats & Groceries.
at all of their importance.
State prison
AC BICKNELL,
l.\iillinery and Fancy Goods.
0 A BRIDGHAM,
Groceries & Mc;ttS.
for life, as penalty imposed upon each per1
11
st
1f-\'~~:g;:,s±~~~,~-,~~~1
rt~t~-ii~~:~~;~~~d
~c~\}~~l(f!.' son responsible for this disa er a nd th e
:w G STROUT, Provisions and Groceries.
conditions which led to it, would weigh
0 G;\:\fMON, Lime, Salt, Produce anJ ;:,upplics.
AT BKYA:--JT, Genentl Store.
little in the scales of ju st ice, yet it is absoBICKNELL
& STBT.-.:iON, Blacksmiths.
lutely essential to public safety.
This
LC C0UUK~, Flour, Grain and Feed.
1
adds.another
point t@ th e argument for
~(1~:s1-:z:i~1~
1~ ;~~~~~?If~~f1~0;~:~~l~1\/t\~~~:,\,~~~~-(-lS.
J. P. 8wasey, Attorney and Counsellor at L~1w.
government control of our great corporate
-,-WEST PERU.intere st s.
Colonels of Maine regiments are to meet
,v ~ \VALKER & SoN, Groceries, Flour, Hardware,
1
in Boston on May 2d, preparatory
to an
l\f ~sa1IllSt~,'~3}~:; r;~~~l~e~~;:~~eG~~~~official visit to Gettysburg, under the ausLIVE R:\<IORE.
pices of the Maine legislature,
to deterGEO F ADA:\tS, Physician :u1d Surgeon.
mine place and position for monuments
BUCKFIELD.
and tablets, as provided for.
l~i(
~1~\~t:;;':t,!ti:~;1cccad~ods.
Professor Taylor, well known in Eastern
HoLLAND
& CusH:MAN, Meats arn.l Pro\·isions
Oxford, has full)' recovered from a painful
C S CHILDS, Dentist.
Vapor or Ether.
C. B. Bridgham, M. D. Office at re!')idcnce.
prostration.
He is now doing the local
WEST SUMNER.
concert stage.
He has added to his retinue
JIB CHANDLER, Dry Goods & Groceries.
of concert artists his eldest son and daughHAROLD
CIIA:-.fDLER,
Commercial & Job Printer.
E L TUELL, Fancy & Ladies' Furnishing Goods.
ter, who evince the relation they bear to
G BrsuEE, Custom Boot and Shoe l\Iakcr.
the Professor by their talent and art.
EAST SUMN]):R.
A little back-bone on the part of Uncle
\V H EAST:\1.-\N,
Seedsman. ! Choice Vegetable
Seeds ofmy own Grow~ng a-specialty.
Sam h:1s nearly if not quite settled the fish-:NORTH
TUR:'i'ER.ery question.
North Turner }louse. Elias Keene, Proprietor.
Such an aroma as prevails about our
State house makes the poor codfish there
enchained look actually green.
Beverly
boodle Legislature.
SHO,VIER.
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Communications,

Etc.

OUSBOSTON
LETl'ER.
BosTO~, April 27, 1887.
Ex-Mayor Seth Lowe, of Brooklyn, N.
Y., was the guest of our citizens at a publie temperance meeting recently, held under the auspices of our United Charities,
at which tinie he gave us some practical
and pertinent suggestions for dealing with
the temperance problem.
He says that no
discretionary
power whatever should be
.tl1
the
Boar-'s
of
Exc·,-e,
the 1,·cen'sleft 'vl
ing officers; reasoning that the law should
•
be technical in its provisions or limits,
giving all equal privileges.
All reputable
citizens applying should be given a license,
until the number specified are given.
He
thinks the progress of temperance reform
is most retarded by the evil. that grows out
of the present
license system.
Mayor
Lowe had a vivid experience with the elcmen ts of social and political evils that
grow out of the "rum traffic."_ He is not
one of those who exhaust their tempera1,ce
ener/!J by saying "Oh! we've got more
law now than we can enforce," when new
temperance·
legislation
is proposed,
or
amendment to old suggested.
He believes
the law must be' right and just to be effective.
Less di,cretionary
power to officials and more absolutism
in the law
would meet the· case, we must infer he
would recommend from his experience.
Boston commerce,
it is said, will be
somewhat disadvantageously
effected by
the enforcement
of the inter-State
law.
The commissioners
recently gave a hearing to our merchants, and many gave their
version of the matter.
Some very remarkable things were revealed, but nothing
that could be regarded as militating against
the law as a whole. The only thing complained of was that the speculative aspect
of our commerce was handicapped,as com·
p.ued with New York; which is a matter
that if left to itself would certainly adjust·
itself to the best interest of all. It appears
that under the system prevaili1Jg before
the law went into effect, grain could be
shipped to Liverpool from Chicago via.
Boston for less than it could be shipped to
Hoston as a t,erminus-a
fact of itself show,,

v

ing the necessity for the law, or the principles inculc.atec.l by the law. This whole
question ,,esolve_s itself into a contest which
is as old as the hills, between the dividend
drawer and those. who have the dividends
to pay-the
great ·clouds' of the people:

T3:EAI'MHE3AT SAN CARLOS,

among the Indians.
Several of the men
at San Carlos were educated at the Hampton school in Virginia, but the,r returned
at once to the reservation and to the ways
of their kind, painting their faces and readopting in every way the Indian customs.
Although_ the~e men_ sp~_a'.<and :vr!te v~ry
good Engl!sh they c,rn 1.11 ely be induced
to utter an English syllable.
The money
expended by the Go,·ernment in educatingIndians only to rcturn them to the reservation is, it seems to me, as-thrown away.
THE SAN CARLOSSCIIOOL.
"The school at San Carlos wa~ established in January.
The school-hou;e is a
good adobe building, comfortably furnish·
ed. The school is in charge of two teachers, whose qualifications for the place I
am much inclined to doubt.
These pre·
ceplors report good progress made by their
pupils.
Whether the children have learned anything at schcol so far is. I think, a
little doubtful.
They pick up English
from the soldiers, the agent and the traders.
"Two men are appointed as traders by
the Department
of the Interior.
These
men do a big busines~ in calico, particularly if it is red and yellow.
Within three
weeks, they say, they sold at one time
nl"arly 10,000 yards.
The squaws wear
skirts, and straight sacques '><hich they
make themselves.
It takes a squaw just
about fifteen minutes to make a dress, and
her stitches are about a finger-length long.
The papooses are not supposed to need
clothes until the_y are 2 or 3 years old. and
wear only the clwsto. Until that time,
they go about simply :n the guise that Nature gave them, at>d I think thi; is a fruitful source of so many deaths among Indian
children.
They are not hardy enough to
endure such constant exposure.

I

"Castorlaissowellada.ptedtoehildrenthat

[recommenditassuperiortoanyprescription
known to me."
H. A.. Aacmm, M. D.,

111So. Oxford St., Brooklyu, N. Y.

I

and.

ChHdren.

Castorfa emes Colic, Constipation,

Sour Stomach, Dinrrhcea, Eructation,
Kills e:hl~s, gives sleep, and promotes di·

Wi~ou; injurious medicat!OD.
Tm: CENTAUR COMPANY, 182

WWWl&ii&iiMP.&A¥

Fulton Street, N. Y.
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JUST RECEIVED
A C.ARLOAD OF

I:-SDL\~ SUPERSTITIO~S.
"The Indians won't live in a tepee after
a person has died in it, no matter how new
it may be. They first flatten it over the
. grave of the decea:;ed and then burn it
I shall open my Repository May 1st with 50 Open aml Top carriages of llifferent
I down.
In this you read the superstition
styl<-s and makes.
Harnesses,
Hobes, \Vhips, Blaukets, Etc., or anytheng
yo11
which never dies out where Indian blood
may
want to fit out a te:rni, can be found at
is concerned.
"Th A
h d • kf
•
~
t d
d ecoct10n
: pafc
es wnhn_·l
a kermen
e
o corn
1c 1,s,lv111,
t 1cy ma
·e them16tf
Canton, April 20, 18S7.
Sergeant Gilligan.
l\!r. Robinson
has selves. W'hen they are drunk from the efcarefully observed the habits and customs
of the Apaches, among whom he was sta- fects of imbibing tis win they usually kill
each other.
In dividing up the irrigatin1';
tionP.d. He is a native of Oxfo rd Cour ty, tracts last winter, one of the chiefs of the
l\fa'ne, a nd th eE~e ~~ has ·e 1_at San Car- Tontos rebelled against the portion assignlos st _and s for his m,tial expenence on th e I ed to him. He was therefore put in the
frontier.
He spe~lcs th e_Apa~he language [ guard-house by Lieutenant Mott, who was
a nd is well acquamted w, th t,,e character· 1 s0on after shot by the chiet', son. The
iSt ics of th e t'.·ibe. In convers~tion
wi th I murderer immediateiy
made his escape
CAXTON. ]\[E., Dec. 21st, 1885.
a representative of The Repnbl,can} eSt er- · but has since been captured.
This was a
J. A. Bucrc,A)I & Co., Flour Dealers, Mechanic Falls.
day, :tlfr. Robinson said:
I most
ruthless murder,
and one which
The P11re Gold Flolll", wl1ich I pmcha,ecl of yon, is the
THE TRONWRITER.
should be avenged.
'.\lott was a noble
best flonr I ever used for the prie~. It is good enough
"The Indians at San Carlos named me I young fellow who graduated at West Point
for me, hence, it is good enough for a King.
Pest-nal.<itS-na11ta,i, which means the Iron i only last July. The Tonto Chief is still
°NA.Ht;}.[MOORE.
\Vriter Chief. The word Pest means met-. in the guard-house.
al, which signified to them the iron wire I
YUMAS,MOHAVES. TONTOs, ETC.
used in the office. 1Valsus means paper,
"'vVithin the bounds of the San Carlos
and 1w11ta,~ means a ~hief. So you see resen-ation there are some ,500 Apaches,
3
they were unpressed with th~ power they i who are divided up into the Yuma, the
supposed me to possess.
1\ hether they; Moha,,e, the \Vhite Mountain and the Tonthought me in league with the heavens or: to tribes.
The reservation
is in Eastern
OXFORD,
l\fr.
J. A. BuCK'.'!A}I & C0.; Gentlemen:[t gives me
not, I don't know. I th ink possibly so:ne • Arizona, about roo miles from the Atlanpleasm,;i to give yomny experience with the Flonr which
th
such idea may ha,·_e entered _ eir he~ds,: tic and Pacific Railroad, and about equally
I lrnve had of you known as the P;,re Gold. \Ve have
as th ey ,·ath er avoided th e Signal Office. 1 distant from the Southern Pacific Railroad.
used it in our family for the most of the time for the last
three years. I can ~:ifely say for price and qnality I think
Captain Pierce, who is th e I n clian agent; The settlement about the agency is made
it the bc~t g-r:Hle of flour I have ever bought. \Ve have
at San Carlos, th ey have named Nantan· • up of the canvass-covered dwellincrs of the
11eve,,_fo1wd a poor barrel a!l'yet.
ch_oi, which means th e big chief. The' soldiers; of the agent's house, of "'the SigYours very respectfully,
\V. NEWPJLL TII03IAS.
1:-,eutena_nts th ey call Cheketo-Nalltan,
or' nal Service office and the building occuth
little ch:efs. You see
e r\ paches
pied by the traders.
The reservation is al-

SuperSritions
au d Cha,,aclt1'iSiics of th e
GoverJ1ment's
T,Vard5 -The
l}fu rd er
of Lieutenant JYlott.
. .,
_.
7
Mr. \\ • F. ~obmson, t~e S,gn~l-Se, vice
officer lately 111 charge 01 th e office at th e
~an Carlos Agency in Arizona, has recently been °rd ered to De,wer, where he will
remain for some time as the assistant of

C. W .. MOORE'S.

I

PURE GOLD

I

quite careful to give a man his proper most a treeless plain.
It is near the Gila
rank. They respect position, at leaS t in River, and the climate excessively hot.
th e matter of titles."
The chiefs of the tribes still govern the In"You want to know about th e degree
dians under the direction of the officers.
civilizat;on at San Carlos?
\Veli, it isn't The Government
doesn't think it good
alarming.
Of course th e I nd ians are not: policy to make the chiefs work. You
wholly uncivilized, because th e Govern·: don't see Indian chieftains digging trenches
ment has compelled th em to st0 P hunting' at San Carlos.
Such duties are left to the
aJ1d fishing all th c time aJ1d to devote th eir: minions of those dignitaries-the
noble
I
th
time to farming, or ra er to irrigating, as red men. "-Denver
Republicart.
a means of preparation
for that industry.,
There is very little rain in Arizona.
The
A MODERN
MIRACLE.
men don't ·work any more than they are
The story comes to us 0f, a_11;an wh?,
oblio-ed
to.
but
there
is
a
company
of
col-I'
more
than
_twenty
years
ago, 111iured his
_ 0 .
•
.
.
.
.
, knee by be1,1g thro\vn
from a horse. The
o,ed ti oops Slatwned th eie, a nd th eie aie i leg was bent at right angles and ~tuck
four farmers employed by the Government i straight out behind.
After abandot'tirrg :i:ll
to teach the Indians how lo farm, so that i hope of ever limbering his knee joint, he

I

they ar~ obliged to make a ~how of doing: ~~~v~, :no;~~~s l~! wfia\\~~ld
~~~-mm~l:.: ;;:~
some th ing. U nd er t_h,s reg,ime t!1e squaws J twenty years.
A few months ago, hearing
have nothing to dow1th the farm mg. They, of the marvellous relaxing power of Johnbuild the tepees or houses with the branches; son ·s Anody_ne Li1;1iment, he was i~duced
of scrub-trees,
something
like those of, to make a trial o_f1t ;_1nd,stra_n~e as 1t m_ay
dends of two 01· more line, of railway.
: seem, after rubb111g 111the lrniment twice
This law is the voice of our people saying dwarf apple-trees, aJ1d th ey pull up hay by: a day for nearly five weeks, the cords were
to the railroad bond holdei·s, "You shall the root, and selL it to the Q!.iarterrnaster I entirely relaxed and the leg straightened.
not draw 011 us for your enrichment ·in for a cent a pound.
The money they get: Several months have elapsed since thi_s :icthe consumer.
The only thing hitherto
that has prevented the drawer of dividends
from robbing the payer ef them has been
competition between the drawers of divi-

railroad securities for more than or beyond
what you are willing to accept for government securities."
And this 1::tw is only
the whisperins lispings of what shall speak
in thunder tones of simple plainness ere
Jong, and this "·ill be the import of those
words:
"All men shall eat bread by the
swe:lt of their brow, and all the people

for Infants

in this way and that obtain,ed by the sale
of trinkets th ey spel1 d for sugar. to~acco
and calico. The Indian baskets represent
the most beautiful handiwork.
They are
so firmly woven th at they will endure, I
th ink, f;r almoS t all time. Tile squaws
use them to mix bread in, and if any of the,
Indians ever wash their faces, which, by
the way is very doubtful they use these
'
.
'
baskets for basrns, as they hold water.

TRUST
That our kind intentions will be duly apprecia~ed, and our
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\Nill remember that we are selling Grnceries and Provisions:
as low as anybody in town. Having lately put on a delivery
team, we shall he pleased to deliver goods anywhere in the
village or at Gilbertville to good, responsible parties, on

THI

TY. DAYS.

I f~i~1~e~e\~v~~~a\fel:~\~1~dof~!/l~~i;l~1~~0J~~~=
dency to become stiff again.
,Ve havn't any E-pecialbargains to offer at this time, but
Another case fully as remarkahle, if not
you
will
find our stock_ of G1•oceries
Pt'"ovisions
more so, comes to us from Nova Scotia.
D HS_rtonI
Ki~ig's C?;,' :~"\Scotia.
complete, and Prices
lteasonable.
Give us a trial.
1
and
p
~~ ~:~~ ~nol:v~ t~~ve,1:~.;
extraordinary,
and I may say astonishing,
cu!·e effected on my daughter, . a miss of
thir~e~n years of age, by your m~aluable
shall say Amen! and Amen!
Ile that hath
med1c111e. In consequence of taking cold
ears to hear, let him hear."
The railroad
after being inocculated for the kine pox,
0
11
All kinds Farm Produce taken in exchange for goods.
b mdholder has a right to his labor and
THE PdETRY K:-!OCKEDOUT.
f~:t 7.:e ;~s?~~:1~~c~'. 1~n~~st:~~· l~;i~b!~~
the profit of it, but he does not have a right
"No.
I have never seen an Indian at was rounded up like a bow; she was utterto tax in any way another laboring man's all like Hiawatha, and most certainly no, ly disabled for work, and almost helpless
1
1
TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
barrel of flour, or be benefited directly be- Apache squa,~ ever approximated.
in any I
;d~';~~:e:;th ~~ :~~:- Pi!ov~~~e :~~
I have Peerless and :-l~a11leyorgan·wJiich
cause another
laboring man secs fit to wny to the sl1ght~st susp1c1011 of resem- i from an eminent physician in New York, r_sell at rea~~nn.bl~ pnces; \\'arrnnted for
travel by railroad conveyance.
Railroad
blance towards Minnehaha.
I think the' i11 the United States; and they all.pro·
five years. I nose in want of an oro-an or
I
managers are determined to rirnke this law White Mountain Indians a1'.e the cleanest nounced it a very difficult, if not incui,able piano will do well to call on 01· a~<lress
A competant man for Oxtord County, to canvass
the
above. These organs are well made and take orders for H0\VE'S
PATE:-.'T
ADodicus if possible,· but the incoming Con- Apache tribes, and they are not clean by t';~\ne;~e ;i~f,de~~i~-~Jic~~!~_n'sstni~dlo~~
in every respect,quick in action, brill:ant
i~;;~~~~~Eg~!;;l~D,,~fr'~ft~~~rro~,1~
11~~ R~l~~;
gre$s will eff~ctually bridge the chasm any means.
No; I have never seen any well, and about the house.
in tone, aml voiced so they are easv, to and Outfit free. Address
6tf
•
they effect.
particular
development
of intelligence
EDWARD BAYER.
sing with.
They are secoml to none.
ORRIN P. IIO\VE & CO., Augusta, Me.

&

~t'~~~&,

E. W. ALLEN,

~~~d~~~~

Canton.

TED!

MISCELLANY.
THJ<.:
E:OITOR.
"\V'ho weeps with yon when you are sad?
Who smiles with you when you are glad?
W no laughs at you when you are mad?
The Editor.
,vho owns a-heart, as well as cheek,
Possessed of spirit proud yet meek,
And lives on fifty cents a week?
•
'E-he Editor.
Who is it works to boom the town,
While fossils on his efforts frown,
Yet for his labors claim the crown?
The Editor.
Who is it must be forever right,
And make his pages always bright,
And take the thickest of the fight?
The Editor.
Who is it wears his summer clothes
When the cold blasts of winter blows,
Because he pays the debts he owes?
The Editor.
Who is it gives a notice free
To concert, fair, and matinee;
Then pays his way .vhen he goes to see,
Or gets the name of a great D. B.?
The Editor.

ASTONISHING
SUCCESS.

and see his Fine

Stock

Lucas & Bish,,p wishes to inform the pnblic that they are pr<:parPd to fnrni~h
anything in their line at Boston price$, as they exchanges_ good, nw11u tnctnre<l _h.1·
themselves for goods in the Watch and Jewelry line. which enables tl,~m to g'!\'P
better priees than ever. Just coll sider some of our prices.

of

We will sell ,vm. Ellery 11 jewelled kPy winding Watches, 3-onnce sil':'.er ca!'-c•,
DressGoods,
Groceries,for $12.00.
Broadway 7 jewc1led in $ilver ca8C, for $8.00-nickel
cas1• $G.o0. No.
7 E!o-in. 7 jewPls, in nickel case for $G.50, in silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgi11, in clounc"'e silver case for $12.00.
Hockford, Hampden,
anll 1llinois Watch Co.'s ~tt
proportionately
low prices.
Knight~ of Labor Pins from 35 cents tq $2.00.
\\ ,~
also have a tine line of Knives, Forks and Spoons at the following prices:

FANCYGOODS,

~,
~

Absolutely Pure.

Ollll Fellow. and all otl!Pr emblems at low prices for cash.
We have
Boots and Shoes, fullMasonic.
line or" Chains, Charms, Bar pins. Pins aml Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,
stone or solid gold.
Anything we do not h:i.vc in stock we can furnish at short notice.
READY-MADE
CLOTHING,
Fine Watch Repairing
in all its branchcs,also Sewing J1£achzne and

Gent's Furnishing

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomncss.
More economical than
1
1

Jlllodets built at short notice, and all kinds small Jlllachine
Work done z'n a workmanlike
manner.

Goods

Lucas & Bishop,

;~~'[t!t~~~
i;i;~:ti~~t~~~
~'w~\'~]1~e,\[: And evervthingusuallv found in a
0
It is the duty of every person who has ~l~e/;:[[;'.~\;e
um or phosphate powders.
Sold 011/y in cans. [y14 well-appoin.ted
village store,
used Boschee's German Syntp to let its RorAL BAKING PowoER Co., 1o6 \Vall St., N. Y.
wonderf1,1l qualities be known to their
AT REASONABLE
PRICES.
friends in curing Consumption,
severe
f!l
Coughs, Croup, Asthma, Pneumonia, and
in fact all throat and lung diseases. No
f@l
FRAN
A'l' THE OLD STORE,
person can use it without immediate relief. Three doses will relieve any case,
and we consider it the duty of all Drug-Dealeri11gists to recommend it to the poor, dying
consumptive, at least to try one bottle, as
-De:i.lerin80_,000 dozen bottles were sold last year,
and no one case where it failed was reported. Such a medicine as the German Syrup cannot be too widely known. Ask your
druggist about it. Sample bottles to try,
sold at ro cents. Regular size, 75 cents.
"\Vindow Shades
Fixtures.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers, in the
--Al~oUnited States and Canada.
eow42

~if

(!t:W~~"ffi'

w•

~

'-©•

~ ~'

lil

KNIVES-Rogers'
Br~st, $,1.00; 2d, $3.50. Sl1effielll. $2.00; Standard Silver
Plat!' Co .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
A 1, $G.00; Wa!Jrtce Brothers', $!.00; Standard Silver Plate
Co .. 3.50.
•
'SPOONS-Tea.
$3.00 pc,r llozen ; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table. $1. 15 per pair.

Opposite

K STANLEV,

Dixfield,; Maine.

Dixfield,

Rom
nantS

lllaine.

DRUGS
AND
MEDICINES,
Paints,
Oils,
and
PaDBr
Han[in[s,

Plain Seersucker. 1-7 ydR. 10c
Crinkled Seersucker, i-7 yds.
10 e:ents.
Rogers' A 1 Knive~, triple
plated, very best made, only
:p:3.G0per dozen.
Yvatches lower than any
other man in Oxford County.
\Vatches and ClockR repaired neatly and warranted 1 year.

&

CROCERIES,

CRQCKERY1CONFECTIONERY
1

Boil the peels until very tender, but not
at all broken, changing the water till it no
longer tastes salt. They generally take
from two to three hours to become tender.
Strain the water from them when you are
sure they are done. Lemon· peels have
the peculiarity of hardening in syrup, unless they are qnite tender when put in it.
You can candy the peels in large pieces
like citron which is really the proper way,
although it may be <:onvenient sometimes
to have them ready for use. If you decide
to candy them whole, lay the peels in a
preserving kettle; pour over them as many
pints of water as will just cover them; add
a pound of granulated sugar to each pint;
let it boil up. then put the kettle where
the peels ,~ill simmer till they are clear;
you may then let the syrup boil fast till
there is very little left. They require
watching at this stage, for they will easily
burn. You may lift each piece out and
iay it on a dish on which granulated sugar
has been sprinkled, and, c0vering them
thickly with sugar, put them in a cool
ov~n till dry; or you may do what is after
all less trouble, and produces much handsomer results. This is after they have
• boiled till clear in the syrup, to lay each
piece on an oiled dish ;•let them get cool
while you boil a pou11d or two of sugar
(according to the number of peels you
have) with a gill of water to the pound,
till it "hairs," then dip each piece of peel
into the candy and lay it on an oiled dish
t~ dry.
If you prefer convenience to effect, you
can cut the· peels, when they are boileGl
tender, into chips, ready for use. To do
this, cut them into strips an inch wide;
pile three or four, one on the other, and
cut into little thin stripJ; about as wide as
a match.
Make a syrup of a pound of sugar to
each pint of water; throw in the chips.
Bpi! them slowly till clear, then faster till
nearly all moisture has evaporated, then
stir in a cupful more of sugar and put them
where they can get dry, but cannot burn.
When there is no longer any moisture,
spread them thinly on sieves and put them
in a cool elven or over the register, to dry.
If you have no sieves, spread them on tins
thickly sprinkled with sugar, and stir them
up from time to time. When cold pack
away in glass jars for use.
·when the peels are cut small it is better
not to candy too many in one kettle, as
tlwy are apt to dry in masses instead of
separate.-Catherine
Owen,
in Goad
Housekeeping.

Fxcitam.en~in Texas.
Great excitement has been caused in the
vicinity of Paris, Tex .. by the remarkable
recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley, who was so
helpless he could not turn in bed, or raise
his head; eve,;body said he was dying of
Consumption.
A trial bottle ofDr. King's
Kew Discovery was sent him. Finding
1·elief, he bought a large bottle and a box
of Dr. King's New Life Pills; by the time
he had taken two boxes of Pills and two
bottles of the Discovery, he was well and
had gained in flesh thirty-six pot:nds.
Trial Bottles of this Great Discovery for
Consumption
free at Nathan Reyn~lds'
Drug Store, Canton, Maine.
(2)

Tobacco & Cigars.
-FOR-

Fancy

Any boy or girl can do well to get
their friends and neighhors
to subscribe for this paper.
By a little effort or a few hours work anybody
can earn a year's subscription
to just
the paper they want. 01· a handsome
and useful article.
Read our

J. E. STEPHENS,

Goods,
J eweh•y, Etc.

Rumford
Centre, Me.
I haYe thrne kinds of Phosphate,
and
can snit. all aml everybody who wants to
bu5·. both in quality and price. Give me
a call.
~ Also manufactnrer
of Home llfalle
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect Nov, 1, '86,
When in need of GOOD GOODS AT
Cranberry Sauce-the
nicest table rnuce FAIU PRICE,:;, give me a call. It will
GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
i!1 the 1mirket. Sold in qnart jars or by
Lvc,
A. :\I.-:v1xn
:\1 ~IL
Lvc,
the pail. Come in when in town anll try be for yonr i:itcrest. as well as mine, to do Gllbcrtville,
9 oo
P. M.A.
M
so.
:N"o
trouble
to
sho\\·
goods,
e,·en
if
the sance.
Canton,
4 15 9 15 Boston,
j co 1
yon don't. want to pnrchase.
r~>:.J:oatl, 4 3519 30 PortJand,G.T.
\ ~r~ P; ~~
DIXFIELD,

MAINE.

*\Varren It'd,
13uckficld,
*Packar~l R'd,

MAINE.

--DEALER

4

501

1

53

9 37 Lewi~ton, "
.::VIechanic F'ls
9 55 ,Yt:st l\Iinot,
*Bearce R'd,

1

Su
1 5S
S 45 3 15
9 05 3 'zi

r;i; ~J:~l?J:,
5 5°
9 30 3 37
1 s ;=p~::i?c~:J~!d,
10 0

IN--

1

\Vest l\finot,

IN-

-DEALER

meats,
Groceries
&Provisions.

6 rs·10

18

Buckfield,

10

15

3

50

;'~;ts~:~n~~~'

l\1echa~~~rF~f~ 6 4)10 32
IO 35 4 04
Lt!wiston,
7 40.II 15 Hartford,
10 50 4 10
P. ". *Fuller Road,
Portland,
8 25 12 05 Canton,
I 1 15 4 25
r. M.
[arrive.
Boston,
r 15I 5 IO Gilbertville,
4 35
*Trains stop only on signal.

ardwarn
!

1 SPlI the be$t brnnclB of Canned Good~.
Fine TeaR. Coffees, Spices. Tobacco. Gig:trs. Dried and Fre~h Fruits. ~nts, and a
1ie11er,1lli11e of Musical In~truments and
::itri11g~. If in waut of choice goods give
me a call.

STAGE COXXECTIO::\'S.
AT ,VEST M1NOT.-Daily,witi1
mail train,for Hebron Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
AT BucKFlELn.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Chase's l\tliils 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, No. Buckfield 3 miles, and \Vest Sumner 7 miles.
AT CA:-.'To:-;.-Dailv, with mail train, for East
Peru 5 miles, ,Yest P·eru IO miles,Dixfield 10 miles,
1\1exico 15 miles, TI.mnford Falls 17 miles, Roxbury
21 milcs,Byron
2.) milcs,lloughton's
30 miles.
Also for Brittun's l\1ills, Livermore, 5 miles.
AT GIL13ERTVILLE.-Daily, with mail trnin, for
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
L. L. LINCOLN,
SuPT.

W. S. CHASE
& SON,
AND TINWARE,

(AT THE OLD REYNOLDS

D1XFIBLD,

Farmin[
Imvlements,
Pumps,
Etc.

STORE.)

n!Al:N"E.

-DE;urns

IN-

Dru~§ and miedici1ru~§,
Pipes, Tol>acco & Cigars,
Kerosene Oil, Etc.

I have also for sale One New SiogleI-Ior$e

Farm Wagon,

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield,

And a Self-Dumping

HORSE RAKE,

LOANS.

of

DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES

CLAZED WINDOWS.

4 l/lllllNERY
/fP
A .. C. EUCK!MELil/S

When in Canton be sure and
call at the

All kinlls monl<leclancl plrtin finish.balnsters, Newells, Brackets.&c. Also chamber and dining-room fnrnitnre Chambc1
Sets and Extension 'l'ables a specialty.
Jobbing done promptly.

CALLANDEXAMINE
!
THESPRING
STYLESMrs.

Ellen Toothaker,

DIXFIELD,

Have

been

received

CANTON,

~ia:~!~o~rrx:kl~:dn,~~lli~~~~-~~:
vited to rrdl and examine my stock and
prices before purcha•ing elsewhere.

at

MAINE.

J. P. JOHNSTON,
DlXFIELD,

Pi fl) PL

r.nnouncement

ES ■

1
r~:~fl;~a~/:H!E~c~1

amp,

BALM

Pli\IPLES,
ETc., leavrng

Touch with this compound the.soft, lily cheek,
And the bright glow will best 1ls virtues speak.

STEllPEL,

60

Ann

St., New York.

& Son.,
MAINE.

sati$faetion in work aml prices.

1y52

88

I1tf/1(!!;fJj$,

BLOSSOM!
ORANGE
Boot & Shoe
That Wonderful

MAINE.

:Bargainin Music.
This Favorite Album of Songs and ballads, con.
taining thirty-two pieces of _choice and popular music, full sheet music size, with complete words nnd
music and piano accompaniment
is finely printed
upon heavy paper with a very attractive cover. The
following arc the titles of the songs and ballads
contained in the Favorite Album :-As l'd NothingElse to Do; The Dear Old Songs ot IImne; Mothei-,

~~=~~~~1 j ltll~it~~!~~t

;K?t~is YL~tt!;~e~Pi1eB~~~~r~i
Bell; I Saw Esau Kissing Kate; \Von't You Tell
l\•1e\Vhy, llohin; The Old Garden Gate; Down Below the \VaYing Lindens;
Faded Leaves;
All

In Tinware

Glassware, and
Crockery, a Full Line of which
will be sold at Bot.tom Pri< e:,.

Maker.

Remedy for

Over P. Hodge's blaekrn1ith shop. All
kinds of repairing.
Custom making to
measure, from Thomas' celebrated calf to
the value of which many ladies in this vi- finest French.
Orders solicited.
3-37
cinity can testify to, is still for sale bv
--------------Mrs. H. H. BURBANK, Canton, Me.
Scholars' Perfects, on heavy dtt·
0
Trial
Package
Free.
4-46
~~tr~!;\~t~~;;,g~~tbflf~e,
c7nton, Me.

FEMALECOMPLAINTS,

100

l0cts

Remember the Place •Holt's
Block-Next door to P. 0.

Notice.

;Tt~:

AnotherArt Craze.

The latest art work among-ladies is known as the
"French Craze/' for decorating
china, glassware,
etc. It is something entirtJly 11ew, and is both pro
ti.table and fascinating-.
It is very popular in New
York, Boston and other Eastern citie~. To la.die::;
:lesiring to learn the Art, we will send an E-'legant
china placque (size 18 inches,) handsomely decorated. for u m0del, together with box of maierh:.l, 100
colored designs assorted in flowers, animals, soldiers, land-scapes, etc., complete, with fnll instruc1
1
}~o,~~rtlf~:o~!ctl!~~ ~,~~~}~~f~ha'!';!l.
ai'~e ;~~ ;~
0
0
~a/J'v~rit:~~~!~~!s
i~o~:t t~:t~r~:·e~~
v;hom we can mail our new catalogue of Art Goods,
we will enclose extra and without charo-e, a beaut i·

All persons indebted to me on account
are requested to make immediate payment
as I shall be in town only a short time
I longer.
All bills not settled before May
15th will be left for other parties to collect.
R. DAVIS.
k~.ltfi"i'N~~~icto~,
, Canton, Ap1·. 25, 1887.
. 3tr7

c.

c;~1:li

ft:n;I1~'~1~~~~t;t~,~~~ ~0s1~!1\~o~l~l~,~h~hJi;c~?i
i[atT)'; Dreamingofl[ome;
The old Cottage Clock;
Ac1oss the Sea; A Year Ago; Bachelor's
l-Iall;
Ruth and I; Good Night; One Happy Year Ag-o;
th
1
1
j
?i;(~1!a!i~~v?i~l1L J
is a very fine collection of real vocal gems, and got.
ten up in very handsome style. Published in the
u~ual way and bought at a mn:ic store, tl~esc 32
pieces would cost you $11.20.
,\ c bought a JOb lot
of this music at a great sacrifice ancl as the holidays
are pasL, we desire to close out 0ur stock at once.
\Yill send you the entire collection well wr:tpt and
postp.lid for cn]y 40 cts. Send immediately.
Ad~
dress, THE EMPIRE
NEVVS CO., Syracuse, N.
Y.
13t5

GRANITE
&MARBLE
WORKS.
Mo11111nentsand IIemh,ton,es ill different
Confectionery
.ana
Fancu
Goods.
styll'S and prices const:wtly on hand. We
J

~l~~/rn~;;·~c~!~:r
{~:ce~~d~~~:~tl<~ ~~:~;~ri~~[1:~~~::
guarnute('

A. D.

n,--

Ceorge Holt
VEGETABLE
DIXFIELD.

a r~1~!~ptw~7r -~~Es~;~~~
TAN,
FRECKLES,
BLOTCHES,
BLACK
HEADS,
the skin soft, clear and beautiful.
st

soon.

On any

BOSTON
5ct.STORE
School
Books,
Stationery,
Blank
Books and see the
{i~1~~!~;1i,~r;!
tZ5~}i~)'~;
Razor8, Shaving Soap and Cosmetics,
anll all kinds of sewing machi11e needles.
BARGAINS
--DEALim

For her opening

NOTICE.
Boys and girls, NOvV is the time
to begin!
Don't delay till others get
the first and best chancf..
Ask voL,r
neighbors
and friends to help you.
Write to friends away and ask them
to send you their dollar r'or the paper
and thus help y0u.
Two names and
50 cents each will count the same as
one name and one dollar.
Address all communications
to
E. N. CARVER,
PuB'R,
Canton, Maine.

:LIFELOANS.:

kind of security
and good
promissory
notes.
U. S. Government Bonds.
Foreign Rerlemption
Bonds
sold on monthly
pa_\ ments.
Large
premiums
for small investors.
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
evervwhere.
=-.iheral inducements.
Acldress for full particulars,
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
42 Broadway,
New York.

Whieh I will Sell Cheap for Cash.

To the person sending us 2 names
for new yearly subscribers
and $2-.00
in cash, we 1,vill give a year's
subi.cription to either of those excellent
50 cent monthlies,
Good Cheer
or
Our Country Home.
To the person sending us 4 names
for new yearly subscribers
and $4.00
in cash, we will send this paper One
Year Free.
To the person sending us 5 names
for new yearly subsc1 ibers and $5 .oo
in cash, we will give one year's subscription
to any One Dollar
paper
they may name.
To the person ,-ending us 10 names
for new yearly sub~cribers and $10.00
in cash. we will give a $5.00 Waterbury Watch. including Nickel Plated
Chain and Charm.
A handsome and
meful article.

4 percent. 1 percent.

.Jl,faine.

Mn.nufn.cturcr

Liberal Offers!

Rmnf
oroFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.

;i,~:.i
East Sumner,

DIXFIELD,

•

GETUP CLUBS!

BOOTS
& SHOES)
HEADQPARTERS
Confectionery,

PHOSPHATE.

c

\~e;::."~;
;~:!h;::.
7::~.
Boys
: Girls

GROCERIES,

To Cz.ni.!.y
Lem,n Peeh,

Canton, Me.

the Depot,

i~~~;:~~l

~~~~1~~~. :.dfess,

r.J%'
E

eratton Jet them have it-without caricnture.

The world may become. so crowded that
REV.DR.TALMAGE.
cremation may be umversally adopted.
by law ns w.ell_ -as by general consent.

THE

niiogj~~~:R~:~~NE'S

SUN•

Many

o'f

the

mightiest

··jwnen

and

the buil~it:ig was to 1>edono. And
oh, what wa~ his JOY when at. the end_ of s1~
months, he I eturned and the old_ hou so, ~va,;
l_lnlargedand improved and glonfied. 1 lbat A
lS your body.
It looks well now-all the

COFFEEANDTEA. It
Glance

at

Wholesale

~!l~8iiFi1r:r1~:tf;i:i~!~;;:;1~~
Trade

~yd;:1~~::i:0;:~:~~;'.11fi;J!!i

the

in

New

York~

wife, the evangelistic· singers, cremated by gone t~e old house ot Y'?ur tabernacle w_1ll How Coffee, Tea.and Molasses a.re Treated
• 'Subject,:
"The
Overthrow
of the accident at Ashtabula Bridge; John Rodgers, be entirely reconstructed from cellar to ~ttir,
by ·arilli'o·n,,;...,.Dealers.
cremated by persecution; Latimer and and every nerve, muscle and bone and tissue
JU
.......
t
l\IonS er."
~~iley,Bla;1"1tS:teda a!1a~Kfo~t~ Pf~~~~: :.~;u~;~illu~;
t~.:i~h~ ~~ar·:i~~nt~ a~~
-- 1 -der, a physician, and 'their comrades ~ised and cupolaed and o~arged, and all the
Part of Wall street is ·not Wall street
to';:.:r:_i~~!:xe ;';~~,8:f.aUowup dea t k in 1,-ic- cremated at the order of Marcus Aurelius-at
lmproveml_lTits?f heaven mtroouced an~,~ 0 •1 at all. Down by the ferry, around Front
11
1
About eighteen hundred and fifty-three ~~n~~..'.:<!:1;~ ttt~~~~ ~~ ~;~r1~bts~{E,\~
:~ ~oov.!
~~~r~~~;,hry dh~;lSO ~~ and Water streets, there is DO stock and
Easter mornings have wakened ·the earth. the res.nrrectionoftheirbodie,.
Iftheworld
thi:' ?1bemacle were dissolved, we have a 'bond flavor whatever.
Things down
In Frnnce for three centuries the almanacs lasts as much lonaer as it has alreaclv bean building of God, a house uot made with ti
k f Ch"
f B .
made the year begin at Easter, until Charles built there perlw'iis ma.y be no room for the hands, eternal in the hea':ens." They are
iere -smac o
Illa, of Java, o
raz1l
\X. made the year begin at January 1st. In IargJ-acreage set 11-partfor the resting-places, very fof!d ~of each other. D1dy_our_
body ever and of Cuba, but of nothing nearer
the Tower of London there is a royal pay• but that time !las not come. Plenty ot room have pam and your soul not pity 1t! or your
.
.
roll or E,lwa.nl I., on which there yet, and the race need not pass that bridge body hav;e a. joy and. your soul not home. Down there the big men m tea,
is an entry <>f eigltteen pence for four of fire until it comes to it. Tho most of us r~-echo ~t? or, changmg the ques- coffee, sugar and molasses rule the
hundred
<-.i<1oredand pictured Easter prefer the old way. But whether out of t10n, did • your soul ever •,ave a:1,y
.
.
- eggs. with which the people sported. natural disin,tegratiqn or cremation we shall tr~ub!e and _your body not sympathize roast.
If there 1s any boardrng hou~e
In H.ussia, sl:wes were fed and alms were dis- get that lnnUJ,lOUs,
buoyant, gladsome, trans- WI.h 1t,_ gr?wmg )'"an -an~ weak under the keeper •who wants to buy these table
tributed on Easter. Ecclesiastical councils cendent, magnil'i~ent, inexplicable structure depressmg mfl'u1111ce1
Or did your soul evE:r
.
.
met at Pont,as, at Gani, at Rome, at Acha.ia called the resurrection body, you will have h0;vc ~_gladnessbut your body celebrated 1t luxuries by the ton or the cargo, JUSt
t.o decide tbe particular day, and after aeon- it, I will have it. I say to you to-day, as Paul with killdled eye an~ cheek and elastic step! drop around but otherwise stick to the
troversy, more animated than gracious, de- said to Agrippa: "Why should it be t.llought a , St)rely God never mt.ended two such good
'
.
cided it, amd now through all Christendom, mmg mcreuiuio wlt,li y,,u, UiaL God should friends to ~e v~ry Ion~ separated .. .And so corner grocery.
There lS where the
1
1
t/~!r!!~~~ ~.~~*a~:f~~;~
raise the ueac.1/"_The_far-up cloud, higher ~~~ t~~eso~i°~fusd~;u~~~;-~~r~\v1
sl_ia)~ solid men of New York and Brooklyn
1
March 21, is filled with B:aster rejoicing.
i~:~ .;t!t
:gi~~p\hi? tl:!-1~gle
my body_1",and the body ~vill.:Sc"e;,_d,
sa;Ii~; nimbly hunt the spry sixpence.
At
1'!;\}
The lt©yal Court of the Sabbat,hs is ma.de t H
•
wa 1 mm "Where 1smy soul 1" and the Lord of the re0th
th
st
ap of fifty-two. Fifty--0ne are princes in the tie u<lson, er drops from e Ea River, urrection will brin;,. them together and it wiil home th ese heavy citizens are never
0
1·oyal t.10usehold,but Easter is qneeIL She ~;.terfl<!:~~u~ ;o~d~g~t~!r 0:!~~fe~i ~:w~ llea porfect so~l in°a perfect body, introduced asked to do anything, but down there
1
je~~?eci'~~~~~r:·~~~ l~~~rr~i!:;1.ri~t~n:1~~: cloud, and the sun kindles it. If Uod can make Zi:cfof;rrect D~llr~iu m~io~d~l'\h!t h~~~d~ on the market they s~ip around like
With a. panful of
1:r~,~~il:sa~~ui;;ir~~:-:J<'re~~~1:i i~~ we swathe this hous~ with garlands! valets to Mammon.
1~;~~tu!l~~~e!~~•tr,et~~t;;\~ 1;;, ~~c~:
,;he seems to step out of the sn<YN-b<J.nkmiles away, can He not transport the fra.g- ~1~s£gins~~~~d v;~e ~fles~;t;et~~t "'.;;~
green coffee beans in one hand and a !it0
1
;,1.·:~;;~~f~~~es~~i~.-~,u~o0Teth~~:ctfi ~:~u~
~~rdi~itt;~;t1d~n~;~i
invite, and with doxologies that beat these tle paper of Ooloug in the other, they
0
-rather than the tropics, dismounting from the God, who owns all the material out of which :~~l~ ;t:t~:1~~~ G';;n~!sc°a~~~w~ythocle; jump to serve their master's whims.
icy equinox; but welcome this queenly day, ~l~:~
;~~~~clif t::~y f1~~eai~~ll'::;~fe,
the bad disapprove of the resurrection.
It seems funny to sec the millionaire
1
1
~~;~ffecl'.~1i b~jf
c~:{is;;!g~pufct~.:, !~~ manufa1;Lnrer of telescopes drop a telescope th~\~1s~1~!:ti'. ~;:.c:i~r~~~!eft~:r:~~::iii~;
pumping a. long flat stick up and down
nd
!:.ti~~g c~,~~~i-i!~fneci~~~~~~im~he key to :~nth\ttl~;afu
s0ityo~-e~{ ~n t~o;~~
and he _sai~ to the missi?uary: "Will my through the bunghole of a. hogshead of
It is an exciting thing to see nn army it?
And i! God drops t.r.e h~an eye ;irs~fg,;~~; ~ ~~yifra1f~h~ d~Jdes,;;1s8b~;i:t!_mola~ses on the street, running his diarouted and flying. They runeachotherdown.
rnto_ the <lust, the eye which be originally rise!" said the cruel chieftain."
"Yes," said mond-stud.ded
fino-ers alon"' it 1 and
1
i~l~h~~t~~~~;ufli-~~liior
~~n~~t i~ 1 ~~~~f~~~~: 1~1t ~reto~1!tc~;yiy ~ ;fir, ~:1°n:;\ea~··1:i~en,:,o~~icl !l~~~t
scooping the saccl~a:ine treacle in to his
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~~;~!
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~~ ~~UF~;~~lj~ldf~f~[
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/h~;t\~fw.
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~f~,1i/~

z:i~II~r':'o~~t~~~l~;~~ ~:1~cf°aofb~~fef.1~r~~l~ta'.;:~11~1
oti1~~ :~
Napoleon's Lrack of 00,UOOcorpses in the originally constructed, and actually improve
,;now-bank, of Hussia, or of the retreat it, c.lo you not think the fashioner of the
of our own armies from Mana,sas, or of human eye may improve its sight and
the five kings twul>ling over the rocks of Be- multiply the natural eye by the thousandfold
additional forces cf tile resurrection eye!
0;tt~~v~~c~;,Jt~t:3~~~~-o:~J~il~/3~sl~~~!;
host struck them with theit: fury. ln my text
"Why should it be th0 ught wit11you an infa a worse ,!iscomfiture. lt seems that a black credible thing that God sllould raise the
giant proposed LO conquer the earth. He deauf' Things all around us suggest it. Out
gatbered for his host all the aches and pa.ins ~o:ti~ri:e
!~r~~-ese:ft~:~~:-~te2iutn!s~~~
1
ili~lC~l:et"1-recli:'~-~~d rected!
'£he radiant butterfly, where
them <.!own,drilling them in the north- did it come from!
'l'he loa th some
east
win<.! and
amiu
the
slush caterpillar.
That albatross, that smites
~{o~~:;·~r-~t~
I~1t~~:r ~:fu~a~t~~~~~~tfi~~:;. ~~d itte~~~
n'."o'~
s~~si.7~,, ~e~u~
SomP-of the troops marched with slow tread Near Be rgeta.c, France, in a Celtic tomb
commanrkd L>ycousumptiong, someinliou\Jle- under a bloc-kwere found flower seed that
quick, comrnamled l>ypneumonias. Some he had been buried two thousand years. The
took by long besiegement of evil habit, and explorer took the flower seed and plante(l
some by one stroke of tho battle axe of ens- it, and it came up; it bloomed in bluebell and
1
0
~t1tibe -:~t:l 0~ 'i\~spi~:1~d~nd'~iclr~~~~s~ ~:li~!~~~~~ct;rAtria~cl~~
h~g1~:~A1i~

~ti;~~

::~~
~;1~~·i~/
~t

r

::;r

b~~lcli~fd;1.~f~li1ethv~fi~!:nlf~e~1.t~~/r;J
march, the conqueror of conquerors, and all
the Generals and Comma.nder-s-in-Chief,and
all Presidents and Kings and Sultans and
Czars drop under tlte feet of his war-charger.
But one Christmas night his antagonist was
0st
~~.s Asa.:J
d~~~fsn~agu~~d
sii!t
of the East, it wns appropriate that
pi~~l~s ~?~~1 H~~ ~~
awaken all the fallen of all the centuries and
bia6~ J;~~~:aFJeictt~~!.:! ~t<::d;gb~~~\v;~ 1:
~e
1:! rha! d~~isit:eeb:i;i~~'s ~ih!~
Christ_ shall lead. forth His two brigades,
th e brigade of th e nsen dead au d th e brigade
b~J~~ ':i;~rt~ehob~:i;~~eblafi~rfiia~~e"'i~i!~2
sepulchres will take .i:lim from beneath and
1
:~~-~:~~~1:,s:.1ctic1fath

b:~lb~.r;t\~!g~~ti;~~~a~~;!~\hg~
He brought them out and on the 4th of Jw1e,
tR44. he planted tllem. and in thirty days:
rt,ey sprang up. Buried three thou!lllnd
years, yet resurrected.
"Why should it be
thought a thing incredible with you that God
sh~f!:;:td:T
come from-the silk
i~att:di~n~J~f~
Gi'.!olo:iss~~:ae:;
brought from China. to Europe the progeni0
1
~~k!t ~~ ~:i;~~tf~:;1
Th:ucfi!.~!t'/i~~
bannered host and the luxurious articles
1
~1~omc~~~m~\tia~vor~~:~r '~~~zi~1fan°i!
surprised if out of this insignificant earthly
t~fe's ~~f~1l1i~~:~~tt:;1"~~i-th~f~f
~h~
coming eternities. Put silver into diluted
1
~!~re!an:J~'.tdi~~\:es~m~ ;~
~rc~i;:r~~d
~il~~~ the silver reappears. If one force dissolves
lowed up in victory.
8.J~?~;/i{~~dwb~i~T;5onght a. thing incrediqu~te ~~i ~~~~~it;fo~a;f lt~;;3;;~t
~~~t ble with you that God shonlu raise the dead!''
his throne, has lost his sc.eptl'e,has Jost his Tne msects new and t11ewonns crawled lasL
t~i~
~~e~o!t
;i~~~~!:e~~e~n~1~ee~~~.aili~;h!~!~~:'!:
~~:.~~~~nl~rl~r~g~~i5y ~~a~e~f~h~ Al~~~ ;~eys~it::i~tl~ill8.11i1 i:e~ible, s bute r~~
tic explorer, and on the catafalque or great trwnpet, and the air ':i.nd tt/ee~1~~hc ~ih
cathedral, written in capitHls of a¥.alea be full of them. Do you not think
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!~; ~~r:..11f:t"r
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~h:u15
t;~
~~l~~~thr~a~~~l~:':n"'~~g

~~ ?o~·dt~:n,e~: l~~~h !~~

11

~r!t~!~;\!ilX~x~t~
ofgr~~si~1~t~~=:
wntten on the sculptured door of the family

0

s0le~·~e:n8J ~:
mails! This morning at4:30 o'clock there was
1
::~\~o:t~~Z.{~pt?ti~:J,
~hl~i -!~r~a~f :
~:~~her~~eizf~h!~~~~~:~ii:r~
~:=nmphal
arch under which conqu('rors
gu~1~~il th":;:ra~:, some day a. resurrec•
Victory! Word shouted at Culloden and
Ever and anon there are instances of men

~!~
i~:

f1:::
M!:!~~~~iI~h!;~ifi~dd.ff11~~~~
drove back the Medes; at Poictiers, where

~~~~rf1~~~~nsi!1heTnhoerl~(>~~re~t~~rinh~ei; gold-plugged ~outh._ He is an expert,
slain thousands in battle. Will they rise!" but he cannot Itek !us fingers any better,
Ah, there will be more to nse on that day than the rude uututored urchin who
than those want to see whose crimes have
'
.
never been reo:;ntod of. But for all others steals a lesson at it when the expert
who ;illowed h11st to be tbe,~ pardon and turus his back
th
~~~~fli;?cf0~~- eir resUTrection it will be a
Over on the. office steps stands a man
saf;~e tl:t.'..1;;:tsoJot~ll~t~,~~~:Jr. "-f~eb~gtbt~ ~hose trotters will by and by be spur~nings will be only the torches of triumphal rng the dust of Central avenue from their
rocession marching down to escort you 'hoofs.
Look at him siftino0 coffee. How
i~~~nsiiyhe ~1tf'ini~ \~y11icl\~~~~g c~~~g~'.f~:complacently he rattles the sieve. Look

I

ona;;ron;.;,::vi::e ~~ ~t him waft
forever.
nere is death 1 What have we to its contents
do wi th dea th ? As your reunited body and What is he
~~ ;;;_;'~illo!e ~i~1p1gtl~~sh~;~:I/\1p01~1;~aJJ~out of it.

~lliyo1~\ror~~!~~r

it from :idc to_side,and toss
up and aown like a pancake.
doino-? Blowino- the chafI
It's : sample a:d the pur-

~~d hilltetee;..tfshi!
they

aih~ur~~~~i~e ~-~~{:; chasing jobber is at ha~d. _He has _just
will be the abandoned sopulchres, roasted a few handfuls lll his own little

rii!~1~0~~~g~i~b~dw~ ~:e~~~~l :t~°re~~ roaster in the office,for he himself bought
hillocks, and there will be fallen monuments the coffee green.
a nd cenotaphs, and then for the first time vou
Four times a year-in
:March, June,
~PJ~~~1auteswtahle\o;~upexdheailtahra1_ntiovn1·ctoof1·y-t.~e
S t b
d D
b
.,
ep cm er an
ecem er-the
Dutch
"Hail tile Lord of earth and heaven!
government sells coffee at public auction
~:i;'~~~
;;;~::fi[r~!~1i1:nf~~;~:
in Padang.
The Dutchman tliere measllail the resurrection 'l'houl"
ures his coffee by the picul (136 pounds)
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
and values it by the guilder (fifty cents)
has rendered a decision declaring the so the New Yorker just figures on the
oleomargarine Jaw passed at the last ses- equivalent of, say, twenty cents a pound
!lion of Congress constitutional.
Attor- and cables his limit to his agents, and
ney.General Garland had previously given they bid the Dutch auctioucer so much
his opinion sustaining the constitutional,
and no more. The day after the sale
ity of the law.
everybody
in the trade
knows who
========
bought and what he bought at. The coThe engrossing clerks of Congress, nun drum then is: What profit is he
careful l!S they are, occasionally make satisfied with? What will he sell at?
errors which cause accounting officers no
One funny thing about the Java cofend of trouble.
In the Naval Appro- fee business is that there are about five
priation bill for the next fiscal year the times as many pounds of it sold over the
following item is written: "Contingent
grocer's counter, as there are -grown on
marine corps-furniture
for Government
the island.
As :M:ark Twain says, this
horses and repairs to same."
Of course
Id I k l"k
d•
hi
0

;~L

houses is meant, but the exact accounting officers do not know in what way to

!ft get around

the "horses," the word being
written so plainly that no effort of im!giuation
could
transform
it iuto

an,i ~~~1~1;:
i:'1~:;{~iiowed by resurrection "houses."
after a few days' total sJL,pension of mental
The New York Commercial .Advertiser
1;
_oewn·neernta
na.dgrvoeaJntntaevraynagce·tliiston.
fRtehve.l'\a'is-tillgiaenm1
0
sounds this note of warning in regard to
1
:r:;~~1fa~·ffl-~~mb~~.,a~c1~~ldt
f--lexa~e:, that scourge of scourges-cholera:
, 'The
8
0
most eulogistic ter1~_:_Rev. Wt11i~ Te:e prevalence of cholera in South America
nent seemed to die. His spirit departed. subjects us in this country to much mor_e
l'1;?plee1·scamdeaed,
nh·
le 1·dsadyeada.~~rBndtaytheasnodt1lstahi!t:
.
th
th
flecl~eturned, and William Tennent lived
senons danger
an
e European epi-

::twe'::
them.

go~ t: :c~~;~era:~~~s :vo a~~d

Coffee from Padang to New York,
after a voyage of 100 days, arrives more
or less
sweated.
Thi~ part is all
skimmed .off in Brooklyn warehouses and
afterward sold as "skimmings" to jobbers at a reduced price.
It was never

The Pinsk Marshes.
Th'.lre is in Russia ,a <lis·trict as large u
Ii:elaud, known by. the above title, and
wholly impassable from the size and
and number of its_ morasses, in addition
to which, it is covered with an impenetrable forest of undergfowth and tangled
jungle, and consequen,tly was utt~rly
useless. To make •this vast extent o!
land available for the purposes of pasturage and agriculture,
all that was required, apparently, was a thorou.~h syt,tem of draining and clearing, as the land
itself, as land, was found good for the
proposed
purposes.
Accordingly,
the
Russian government has gone to work
with a will, and is now,· and has been
for some time past, energetically engaged in both these useful and important operations, and the work has bee•
crowned
with
marked
mccess.
At
present, 4,000,000 of acres have been
reclaimed; and during next year, it ia •
proposed that 800,000 more shall be
taken in hand by means of 120 miles
of canals and dikes. · It is further re·
ported that upward of 600,000 acres of
once uselc&s bog are now good meadow
·rand, whilst 20,000,000 acres of impenetrable jungle have been brought into
cultivation.
In addition to nil this, the
engineers have built 170 bridges, rnnk
577 wells and surveyed and mapped 20,000 square miles of land.
If such a
scheme as this can be so successfully
carried out by Russia, why should not
some such plan be tried in Ireland '1 A
scientific contemporary, referring to this
question, says: "The amount of bog in
Ireland would, of course; be child'splay to the Pinsk marshes, for somehow
we are always confronted with bog as
the chief source of Irish difficulties.
If
its annihilation
will pay so well in
Russia, it ought to do so equally in Ireland; nor silould we forget that an undertaking
of such magnitude
would
bring immediate and constant work from
the Very outset to half the able- uodied
population of the country."
The suggestion is worth the serious attention of
all iutercsted in the question of the
prosperity of Ireland, and the profitable
employment of her working population.
--[Chambers's Journal.

Under Fire.
It was once my fortune, says Maurice
Thompson, to see a young man take an
axe in his hand and walk across 200
yards of open ground, under the fire of
400 dismount~d
troopers, and delibe~
ately cut down a telegraph pole. While
he was chopping away at the tough cedar wood I could plainly sec tbc splinters whirling away from the pole from
top to bottom, as the whizzing bullets
aimed at him crashed through
it or
seamed its sides with ragged scars. Near
by stood a brick chimney, where a house
had burned down; a twelve-pound shot
struck the pile and it went tumbling to
earth, scattering its bricks about, some
of them striking the soldier's legs. He
did not waver. As regular as the beat
of a pendulum
was the swing of that
axe, and when the pole fell friends and
foes vied together in yelling their admiration of the young man as he deliberately shouldered his axe and returned to
his place in his command.-[Argonaut.

Tile Religion or Cllir.amon.

The people of this state, if called
upon to express an opinion, would say,
known to go any further than that, because th e retailers never sell you any- we think, that the only god the Chinese really worship is the devil, and that
~hing but "pure old Government Java."
In the tesiin!!' room of a larae firm of thoy are really earnest and sincere in
tea brokers in Water street half a dozen their devotion to him. It is certain that
religious
ceremonies,
l~~a;!b1!clh:ia!~~:t:1!~~ol:~~~~~
t~iulx~~!e;~~~f I~h:;~~e~~a1o~~d ~:::.cs ~:h:a~:~::~ao~:~r:e~::::~:~
men of critic:tl palates sit around a re- their so-called
which we witness here, arc, for the most
~~fti.victory."
I proclaim the abolition of ~;::,fo~iI~:;~;::;a;;~i:t~te~~~i:tJ:fi,~v~~;
fore, ancl the length of the passage was volving table sipping tea from delicate
The old antagonist is driven back into my- the soul an excursion into tho next world iufficient to show whether or not arriving china cups. It's a tea party, but what a part, intended to propitiate some kind
of a demon and to ward of evil.
Sacri:_~oH,;;'.~~ ~it~e ~~~ ~utb~~~i8y!:~
~-ofewwti~rsit g~-~~~
a t{~rl~~~~i~~ vessels were infected.
When the disease tea table I No cloth, no milk, no sugar,
Abbey an,d Kenilworth Castle are no more in of life to which it must return. Do not this comes north through :Mexico we shall no gossip I A circle of cups outside of a fices arc offered, not to gain favor with
~~o~~anto isd~e
::.ns~~l
~~k~~go~f~!c~e_g_~~'!!~:.c1if:'fe.~~;~~~~v:~dhave no such protection, and the mll.inte- ring of canisters, a copper kettle of boil- a beneficient diety, but to please and
with the cloak-room at a Governor's or this waking up of grains buried. three thou- nance of an efficient qu~rantine along the ing water, and th at's all- st rictly busi- molify some evil spirit whose powers of
nd
~d:1J\;:;;:i·in
':ha.::p oftas~~~i 0
blir:~~ a.i1~ltm;~~r itbofyier~l;;r 11;;~~ whole length of the Rio Grande will be ness. They sip a nd th ey smack and they mischief are enormous, and whose wrath
O'\"ercoat, our oversbOes, our outward ap- after thd vacation of the grave shall exceedingly difficult. It will be the part spit. A brass spittoon, as high as the must be appeased by offerings of pigs
and chickens a.ud his no,trils tickled
parel, that we may not be impeded in the r1~~:anct\ea~:~rtw!!~~t~~~- i~[\1~:t1~1~;~,1 of wisdom alike in individuals
and in table, and looking like a German tromThis is
:1¥~~d~,u~ti!
!~gti~~i~r{i~~or!~~~
the sounding of the archangelic reveille? municipal authorities to repeat the pre- bone straightened
out receives all the with the odor of fire-cracker,.
1
1
th
the kind of religious
observance
to
are going to a king's banquet, and to a recep- ~~!t~~!!s~r~
b~l\/\~rtl~~~~h
,~o~d~,\~r cautions of former years, to compel abso- ejected liquor.
which we are accustomed among the
~~1::tv~1f:~i~~k a~tt1!!;~~ot~~e o!;~~~1~~~ j~n~f~ ti~~:re 1:n ;rt:d~~!~~r,'
:~i r1~! lute cleanliness, and to look ·carefully te:::etio~~eevae~oy
a: odrkChi·sctaa:toe1~s
Chinese, and the only religion they poswith which we meet the storms of this injury of a. toe-joint makes us lame, after the water sunnlv."
o
sess, so far as can be ascertained.-San
;;J!~·thf
still that we have two or three usefollowing suit, but tea is a. commodity
1t!:hc;~d b;o~m e~?f~! ;;7.~Jit:~
0
th
0
0
'
coat or hat may be handed to us better than ~~phj~Ii1~;~t aA'ii,,ar:~;e/n!e~ ab~~~~n~n
"An r
metry" has reached such a that loses its flavor very easily, and Chi- Francisco Chronicle.
;r;,ie!!iiii:;~\~n~ i~ef~1n~e ~~a;si;~p~~_:'-~ what they are for. They are no doubt the stage that at the present day it finds an cago's unsavory origin probably has a
Intelligence
of
Fishes.
and brightened and purified and glorified.
f~~~~~:ti u~~nt~t~~:~ct~b~~ak;;~~~
important application in some cities to good deal to do with her failure to rival
W. Augustus Carter says in the Amerias ~i~;~~el ~~ ~~t w~\i:~·t
bly valuable in the next state. The Jewish the detection of criminals.
Every crim- the metropolis as a tea mart.
The Wall
1
"In a lecture delivered by
their weakenesses and all their susceptibilities rabt 115 hfd owy a bit
;his sug- inal when arreS t ed is subjected to a careful street auctions have become quite a social can Angler:
1
to fatigue and all their slowness of locomotion. !;~~!;~~
fr:u~!nther;e\vn.~o;a~
smalrbou~ ~11l~h measurement.
The form and dimensions affair. Coffee, sandwiches, and napkins me at Croydon I alluded to fish being
They will 1>e put through a. chemistry was to be ti b •
f th
t'
f
th
h
d
f
fi
b
d
of autoof soil and heat and cold and chang- body. Perha~~ th~'l~sm~yha.~e rb~i~r~ ~?~~ 0
e ea , ace, ngers, 0 Y,feet, etc., are passed around among the guests. subservient to the leadership
ing seasons out of which God will lnsion. Hut Lhis thing is certain tho ,are carefully recorded and the face photo- When they sit down facing the auction-- cra'ts 'or sovereigns, as I had seen on
/ reco~·uct
them as m_nch better ~~an Christian scjcntists of our day havo fonn;I otit graphed.
In Paris a collection of 60 000
,
t
"
they are _nowa~ the body of the rosiest that there are two or three superfiuitics o!
,
eer s ros rum, pencil& and catalogues in several occasions small bodies of trout
and healtluest child that_ bounds over the bouy t.hat arn something gloriously suo-gos1mch photographs and records are on file. hand, JOU might easily imagine them a following the lead of an elder and acting
0
l~wn at PrOSJ)l:CkPark \S bet~r than the tive of another st.ate.
'fhe photographs are divided into three
f
with -its movements.
&ckest patient m Bellevue Hospital. But as
I called at my friP-nri's house one summer
o
.
group o reporters sitting in execution on in accordance
of fish, I
to our soul, we will _cross. right over, not day. I found t-he yard all piled up with the groups, accordmg to the age of the crim- the latest imported lecturer.
It is an or- Speaking of the intelligence
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of
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better, with wider room and veloc1_t1es floor.
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en one epen rng upon t 6 when a couple of spoonfuls make a nice single congener which ultimately conducted it to another part of the pond,
their v_erybest 1110~, the very _parlor of All the modern improvements were being length 'Ot the head, and a final one con- cup of tea look at the deli ht in stor
the um verse. the four walls burmshed and introduced into that dwelling. Thora wa, t 11d b th l
th f h f t B
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e
paneled and pictured nnd i;,lodified _with all not a room in the house fit to Jive in at that
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Y for our grandmothers.-~Neo.w York Sun. where a considerable quantity of food
th e ~-plendorsthat the. mfimte God m all the time, although a month before when 1 visit<->flthis system of class1fication any picture r
existed.
This clearly proved that fish
capaagTbf!nsvi~n ~b~eo~:~~':i~:es ;f~~~~i little tbatld houtsel everythingtedwas 8? beautiful I can be found at a moment's notica, and
Charles Farwell,
S(\,Dator-elect from arc endowed with communicative
.
,
cou no 1av,e sugges
an improvement.
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Importance whether we _ai·e cremated or My friend had gone with his farnily '·. to on its back is a full record of the past
rno1s, resembles Garfield in feature to bilities and are able to influence each
sepultured. If the latter 1sdust to du~t, ~he the Holy Lo.nd ex:pectin,,. to come hi t
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11 strikinrr d ,.,
other either by sound or moti'on."
former is a.8hesto ashes. If any prefer mcm- . 'ba.ck at the 'end ot 'six montblS
s ory o • e Oflll)ma •
"' e~ree.
Charles Martel broke the ranks of the Sai·acens; at Salamis, where Themistocles in
~~a~~t a.nta ~tfig~ta cd~run~1
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THE FARM AND GARDEN.
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Weaninir

Young pigs should be weaned gradually, and tho ,weaning may begin at two
weeks of age. The young pigs will
take a little warm skimmed milk out of
a shallow pan if one is caught and held
with ·its mouth to the milk, and when
cmo begins to drink the rest will soon
join H. After this the pigs will come
frequently into a small pen for the feed
if an opening is made for them, and at
four weeks the sow mny be separated
from the pigs. After the first few duys
n little boiled bran and meal may be
added to the milk; but no. more; than a
quarter of a pint for each $houlcl be
given at one· meal and four meals in a
day. This is ample·for pigs up to six
weeks old, when the nitions may be increased gradually at intervals of a week
in proportiou to the growth.
.A.t this
period of a pig's life there ia 111ore
danger of over- feeding than at any
othcr.--{Ncw York Times.
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to Formers.

A grindstone is generally badly used
and badly chosen. It is too small; too
thick; it is not evenly and truly set and
centered; it is not properly speeded, and
it is turned either too fast and thus
throws water all around, or not fast
e.nough and ·so foils to do its work well.
A. grindstone should be at least three
feet in diameter and two and one-half
to three inches in thickness, having a
bevel on each side of the face for grinding purposes. It should be quite free
from hard spots of iron pyrites, which
are injurious to tools, although these
may be taken out with a sharp-pointed
punch. If it is' not centered truly it
will work out of shape, and soon require trueing up. It should be run as
fast as possible, as it will work better
and quicker. 'l'o prevent water from
being thrown, a piece of bagging should
be fastened to a staple fixed across the
frame on ench end, but not so close as to
grind it out; this bagging will catch the
excess of water and yet keep the stone
both wet and clean. '.rhe stone should
be kept in the shade, and never in the
water, which softens it and makes one
aide wear faster than the other. The
water box should have a hole in it,
to let out, the water and keep the stone
dry when not in use. In grinding it
ahould turn mostly from the tool, not to
gouge the stone.
The Science
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C.lr-dletl Trees.

You·n:.: fruit trees, especially apple
trees, girdled by mic~ nnd rabbits are
seldom so badly injured a~ they appear
to be.
Unless the inner bark is completely gone, they, with proper trciltment, will recover.
l\fake a mixture of
stiff clay and cow manure, beating well,
to form u stiff plaster, a,lding water, if
needed. A thick, ample coating of this
is placed over the wound, completely
covering it, and is wrapped around with
old bagging or t>ther coarse fabric. 'The
chief object of this is to keep the whole
moist while nature heals the wound. In
a dry time it is well to wet the bandages,
etc.
.A.s the supply of sap is largely
diminished by the wound, the head of
the tree should be reduced by cutting
back the brunches. ' If the wound is
very severe, it is sometimes bridged over
by the use of large cions, one end
inserted under the bark below and the
other end above the wound.
Unless a
tree is large and especially valuable, it
_]'.ill rarely pay to be at this trouble.
Better replace the injured
tree by
another of the same size and age. [American A.gricuHurist.
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When the teats arefost touched, either
by the milker or the calf, the first eiiort
of·thc cow la to draw up the tendons
tighter than ordinary, causing a contraction that gives to her bag a hardness that makes it seem as if caked, and
the milker can at first only get the little
milk which, from being crowded, had
oozed through the orifices into the teats_
Presently, if all is quiet and peaceable,
she gives a full relaxation of the strictures which hold back her milk, and her
teats are not only tilled but crowded, and
the whole contents of her udder are
placed at the disposal of calf or milker.
If now due expedition is used in drawing the milk it can aU be obtained_ Usually this effort at relaxation docs not
long continue.
Whether the milk is all
drawn or not, cows soon tire of keeping
up the relaxation and allow the cords to
assume their natural contracted position, and thus shut off the flow. This
makes it important to milk speedily.
The lingering milker never gets the whole
of the mesa. Neither does he who allows the process to be in terrnptcd.
Hence the milking should he continuou8.
Cows enjoy the sense of relief iYhen :i
crowded ud.der is being cmpti'cd, and
they will <;ontinuc tlHJ' relaxation which
opens. the· milk uucl~, ll-'> Jong a~ they

feel that relief ta1'ing effect; but let the
milker stop, and .the relaxation will stop,
and it can rarel{be
induced again before the time for another milking. Quiet
and comfort are also essential te,.obtaining all the milk.-[Farming
World.
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Star Cough Cure,"'
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write the Sister3 of t.l,e Noire ba'i~e, Govans• •
town, Md., for the cure of coughs,'op res,ion
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LYDIA E:. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE+ COMPOUND
WILL IIELP

•

ANY WOMAN

Soll.

In all well croppt!'d soils the roots of
the crops, together with portions which
remain upon the soil, especially when
grass is raised, form a grr.dually increasing amount of organic matter, which becomes incorporated with the soil by
plowing and tillage and adds greatly to
the capacity of the soil. The presence
of organic matter in the· soil increases its
fertility by equaliz.ing the amount cf
water which the soil will retain, so it defends the plants against drouths.
It not
only absorbs wa.ter like a sponge when
it rains, but in dry weather it ab3tracts
moisture from the air which it yields
to the plant, besides
it arrests and
retains
certain
kinds
of
plant
food which might otherwise be washed
away or clown through the soil by
r:,ins.
Again, by its color, it absorbs
the heat of the sun and thus warms
the soil, and by its slow decomposition,
which isgoing on all through the growing season, it produces carbonic acid
gas, which, being dissolved by the
water, aids in dissolving and preparing
other constituents
of the soil to be
taken up by the crops. Organic matter
is therefore to be iucrcased in soils in
which it is not naturally too abundant,
in every economical way_ Hence com•
posts consisting largt:ly oL such organic
constituents
as straw, leaves, swamp
huy, sods, weeds, peat, swamp muck
and wood mold, are to be recommenderl;
quickened with stable manure, or with
wood ashes or lime, in place of concentrated fertilizers, which supply only
the constituents
supposed to be removed. '!'hose articles, in the form of
bone dust, ashes, potash salts, etc.,
may well be added to any compost,
and arc thus often most conveniently
applied to the soil.-(A.merican
Agri
culturist.
Summer

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Caoutchouc has been extracted from
the soncnus olcrr.-ceus, a common weed
;.n France.

S5MEDALS·AWARDED·
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lthe~mat11m,

Lu111bago,

Large

and com plet.e

r.tock of imported ~ al ..
Lions and mares, ot all

Bronchitis is cured l>y frequent
of Piso's Cure for Consurnvtion.

a.gee. OYer 175 1ir·li:e-1
'\warded my hon .; In
four yearR.
All i-:.r·,!Ilona guar,1.nteed b1· tJ. ...
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$900.
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Cow ■.

$7.50
I

W. AH.IN.
Sch,io, N. Y.
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books. I guarantee
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QUARTER,

ROTHERS.

i'REB,
Among the crops which may be used
AnWAY,
NEW YORK.
Good!;, at wh~.'?_':!,l!,-_
for summer feeding, barley is one of the
IMPROVED UPRIGHT PIANOS
best, although it does not yield as much
The new mode of piano construction Invented
by Mason & Hamlin in 1882 has been fully proved,
as many others; oats yield better and
many excellent experts pronouncing it the "greatmake a very excellent. feed both winter
est improvement made in pianos of the centu."J'."
and summer; rye is not as good, either
For full information, send for Catalogue.
Spring Is the best tlme to purify the blood, for at
green or dry, but it grows very early in
:MASO~
&HAMLIN
ORGAN
AND:PIANO
CO.;
.1:10
other season is the body :;o susceptible to benefit
the spring; in fact, is one of the first from medicine. Tho best thing to take Is Hood's
BOSTON,
154TremontSt. NEWYOU,46 East14thSt.
crops that get large enough to cut and
Peculiar!:~~~::!:~~.
;~:!t1i:n
~~/;;:~~~~
feed out early in May; covering ns it ation possesses curative powers unequaled by any
Be sure to get hood's.
docs the ground during the winter, it othermedlcine.
Hood's Sarsaparilla sold by druggists. $1; "1:1:fol
protects it so well th<\t the crop draws $5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD &; CO., Lowell. Mass.
but little more fro:n the soil than it preI 00 Doses One Dollar
vents from escaping, so the land after a
ELn
crop of green rye is very nearly as rich
as before. For this reason and for the
reason of its earliness, rye is considered "'hen npplled lnto tho
nostr1ls w11lbeabsorbed
a desirable green crop to grow.
effectually cleansin~ the
or cat~rrhal vlrus,
Hungarian makes a very good crop to hen:1
cau;lng healtby secretions. It allay& .. lfl&.....1cut green, but it soon passes to a state of tnation,
protects
the
of the nasnl
ripeness that requires it to be cut and membrane
passa. ;est'romatldition:11
completely heals
made into hay.
When sown thick cold.!-=,
1be 1ores and restort-s
enough to make the straw fine, it not sense of tc.ste and smell.
only makes an excellent food while green, Not a Liquid or Snuff.
but, well dried, it is rich and readily
IK THE WORLD
eaten at any season. So if a farmer has
n,- Get the Oen nine.
Sold ETerywllere.
light warm land, he will find it for his
interest to sow an acre or two of Hungarian every year. Fodder corn was
formerly considered one of the best green
crops to feed out in the summer, but experience has proved it to be one of tho
poorest, unless the corn is permitted to
stand until the earn begin to form.
When a farmer has plenty of mowing
land and is short of pasture, or the feed
in the pasture for any reason becomes
short, a basketful oi grass night and
morning to each cow may be fed to advantage, and it helps wonderfully to
keep up the flow of milk; and if the
mowing field is near the barn it is but
little labor to cut grass enough to feed a
1
half dozen cows; in fact, no more work
than it is to cut rye or barley, if the land
be rich enough to produce a good crop.
'The nearer a. farmer lives to a city or
large town, the more important it is for
him to keep his milch cows up in high
condition, by feeding them during the
summer, at the barn, nights and mornings; for in such localities he has, as a
rule; n set of customGrs wh(l depend on
...... DREYDOP'P$L'S
RoR..Ax SO.Al' WHJ;l?Y.VT.lt X~OWK
JS
him for a certain quantity of milk or butJ..C.KNOWLEDG~D TO BE T'J:Ut STAMD.ARD or Y.XCELI.J,:NcE,
.A.ND )."OU ll.AY OFTEN Ult.A.II, lHK J:Xl'RESSJON,
"THIS JS
ter, whether the weather be wet or dry;
800 to 400 111.lPOit'I'ED ANNUALJ,Y
AS GOOD .AS D1u,:i.-DOPPEL'S."
Do l'iO'l Br. Dl:CEn'ED.
om France all recorded with extended r,odlgrees in tb•
ANY GR00£1l
WJLJ, G•T
IT J'OR TOlT, J..ND YOU WILJ,
!lO, to keep his customers, the farmer
ercheron stud Dookl!!I. Tho Pcrcheron • the only dratl
A.DD TO YOtrn. OWlt" PLEASURE
.AND t'ROTIT BY USJNG
•eed ot France J>0"ses1dng o. 11tud book tba.t hM th•
IT,
$OLD IN" TULL POUJ'i'.D BARS ONLY, AND GUA.R.&.N·
must guard against short feed, which is
ppor\ a-nd endorsement ot the French GoTernmcnt.
Ti:JtD
TO GIYE RT.TT.EK
S.t.TISF ACTlON
11' Tt"A.!-IHIN<:
nil for 1~0-pa.tre Cata.logue, mn~trat1ona hy no ..
woourns, TL.ANNELS, SILKS, A.ND .A.LL Fl.NB T.A.RlUCS
sure to reduce the flow of milk; and to
.,.1a,......
"1• W. DUNHAM,
THJ.N .A.JlT OTB~n SOA.P.
Wayne, Du Pase co;, llllnole.
give full satisfaction it is necessary to
feed cows sufficient to keep the mi:k up
to a high standard of richness, which it
is impossible to do if the cows are given
nothing except what they can get in a
pasture durin~ a drought.-[Ploughman.
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Why did the Women

"What's your business?'' asked on~
merchant of another.
"I manufacture quinine; and you.rsf'
"Spcdfie8 for ague."
"Shake I "-[Siftings.

of this country. use over tkirtem 1'Ztt!ion cakes of
Procter & Gamble's Lenox Soap in 1886 ?'
Buy a cake of Lenox and you will soon understand why.

ALL
ALONG
THE
LINE.

PROSPECTUS.
THE

CANTON

TELEPHONE

Bethel.

--AND-

MIDDLE INTERVALE.
THE DIXFIELD
CITIZEN
At this writing the water is high on acAREPUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
count of the late rain.
haIIfrrrr, Ilxfrrrrl &rr.. Maine,
Several are short of hay and none to
--BY-buy.
E. N. CARVER, EC>ITOR & PROP'R.
The Ladies' Aid Society met as appointed last Thursday, P. M., at Mrs. C.
1
1
1
1
1
at{t~ ~~ri~~~t\}~'i~~~
S~~~~! b~t~1~~:1~:
~J~s~)i:i
Y, Caswell's. ~iite a large gathering and
for
an supper furnished by host afld ho~tess.
·ONLY $1.0? PER YEAR.
D. M. Kimball has engaged to work for
6 mos. 50 Cents, Ol' 3 m,s. 25 Cents. Carter Bros., for four months, at twenty1
1
1
an~t~:~~
~~nn~:~~(~~v1~:~dt/1~e'\~\~t~tfu;
five dollars per month.

~·:

rt:~:rtbt~irs

Rev. Wm. Beavins preached
at the
church last· Sabbath.
A better sermon
1
11
:'.;c~E'~r'~%f/,'.~{~rp:~L~1~·:~cr~·ar,~~,:v~
was never preached in the hearing of the
1
0
ofst: ~5~.~~e~ ,~;~~;~~:~~c~ previously ~~tid in adva:nce writer.
'"fhe tnusic of the ne,v organ ad1
of ~fay 20 , ,ss7, at the $,. 2 5 r:ttc, wtll be crcchted ded much to the ;nterest of the occasion.
fa~e~:~-~!!' :~ cb~:~'.'.,~:~!~-,~,:·:::,~~ations for either Mr. Beavins has been preaching
at SumTELEPHONE
or Cr-rrzEN,to
ner for the Baptist and CongregationalE. :-.. CARVER, PuB'R, Canton, )1e.
ists. His heart is in the work and he
would be glad for another place soon.
expires.
l/W'DELINQUENTS

whb :ire now owing- for the

;;i~
b~'.~~fit

STATEOFMAINE.
By the GJvernn·-APro,lam,ticn.
In conformity with an act of
the Legislature, approved March
ro, A. D., 1887, I, Joseph R. Bod~ well, Governor
of the State of
l\Iaine, do hereby appoint and set apart
Tuesday," the Tenth Day of l\fay, as Arbor
Day for the year 1887.
And I especially invoke public attention
to the great results which will grow from
a small expenditure •Of time and labor devoted to the planting of trees, shrubs and
vines; adorning the public and private
grounds and ways, thereby conferring
a
benefit on the community.
and adding
wealth and beautv to our homes and State,
and furnishing comfortable shade to succeeding generations.
I recommend to the officials and teachers of our public schools, as well as to all
citizens of the State. that the day be devoted to such teachings, practical illustrations, tree planting and instructive
ceremonies, as will tend to cultivate the hearts,
elevate the tastes, and train the hands as
"·ell as educate the minds of thei,· pupils
and of the people, and to so improve the
time in such other efforts and undertakings as shall be in harmony with the gene-,·al character of a day so established.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this eleventh day of April, in
the year of onr Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eight_v-seven. and of the Independance of the United States of America, the one hunrlred and eleventh.
JOSEPH .R. BODWELL.
Bv the Governor.
·oR,\MAXDAL s~nTH, Secretarj of State.

llis address is Dover, N. II.

E. P. K.

Carthage.
Tl}e rain of late raised the \Vebb river.
the highest it has been known since the
heavy freshet.
Mr. M. S. Murch living
near Goodwin Bros. moved his family and
his stock over to Mr. Goodwin's,
the water being so high around his buildings
that he thought best to move out. The
Newman Bridge was ·swept away. It was
thought that Mr. Little was going to lose
his saw mill, but fortunately did, not.
There was a land slide in the pasture of
Mr. J. G. l\1urch, some four rods wide and
about the same in length, coming down to
his pasture fence, sweeping it away and
going into his field. There were some
very large stones in it.
l\fr. John :llorse saw three deer near his
buildings a few days ago.
E.

Those that have been prophesying
no
freshet this spring ought to take a 'back
seat. The storm of last week gaye us
"·hat we call pretty near a freshet.
It ,,-as
nearly equal to the one of 1869. Lots of
damage has been done in this section to
the rm,ds and bridges.
The Kewman
bridge below Berry's Mills has been carried away. ,,·hich will cost about $500 to
replace.
The roads are in a bad condition.
The bridge at Berry's Mills came near going out, but was saved by being chained.
The bridge near M. L. Murch's was badly
dainaged.
Goodwin Bros. da111 was dani.C!ANT:N
J?RIENDS
CONGRATULATE.aged considerable by the water getting
around one end. They also lose several
The evening of April 24th, witnessed an thousand feet of pine logs.
D.
exceedingly pleasant gathering of relatives
and friends, at the residence of Mr. and
Dixfield Centre.
~Irs. E. Jarvis Baker, on Bird street, the
SCIEXCE
IIILL.
occasion being the twentieth anniverrnry
G. M. Kenney gave notice for the school
of their marriage.
The affair was a com- district voters to meet at the school house
plete surprise to them, and was much en- the 5th of April, and after going through
joyed by all, although, as the event hap- the usual preliminaries the officers solemnpened upon Sunday, the fostivitie& were ly promised to perform their duties faithnecessarily of a subdued character. There fully. and with Melvin Holman acting as
was music, vocal and instrumental,
the Moderator the following motions were carreading of a,1 elegant little poem, written ried: ut, to have the summer school comfor the occasion by one of the guests; and, mence Monday, the nearest to the middle
the anniversary being the one popularly
of May; winter term to commence the rst
known as a china wedding, the wrprised
Monday in November.
G. C. Childs is to
coqple were pre,ented with an envelope, board during the year at $r.oo per week.
the contents of which they were requested
llenry Smith is to act as Agent for the ento use in the purchase of a set of china. suing year, also furnishes the wood. Ile
After a bountiful collation had been serv- is also authorized
to see to repairing' the
ed, and hearty congratulations
tendered,
school house.
the gnests, thirty-five in number, residents
Albert Childs and wife ha,·e been visitof Dorchester, Boston, Natick and Ocean ing at their mother's, (Aunt Polly Kenney)
Spray, took their departure.-Dorchester
who is quite ill this winter.
They have
Beacon.·
returned to their home in Fayette.
Miss Fannie Kenney is at home.
Perley Holman is in quite poor health
TnE DEA!'IICEJ.AMElS
RIPLE7.
this spring.
His sister,
Livonia,
is at
The demise of this much respected citi- home at present.
Mrs. A. C. Childs is again a':iout th'!
zen of Pasadena took place this afternoon
G. C. C.
at one o'clock.
He had long been a suf- house.
' ferer from a complication
of diseases, so
that death came to him as a merciful relief. No man enjoyed the esteem of this
community in greater degree than James
Ripley, and we think it can be truthfully
said that few men have been better prepared to die than he. He has been a resident
of Pasadena for about four years and would
have been sixty-four years old had he lived
until Next May. His family is composed
of a wife, two sons here, C. B. and J. D.
Ripley, and a married daughter in Iowa.
The funeral will take place to-morrow at 2
P. M., under the auspices of Pssadena
lodge, No. 272, F. and A. l\L, of which organization deceased was a past master.Pasade,,a Star.
BATH, l\Ie., Apr. 20th. 1887.
Jlr. Ca,-ver, Dea,, Sir :-\Viii some unknown friend please accept thanks through
the columns of your paper, by your kindness, for a copy of the TELEPHO:--'Ereceived by me. Its reception was like that
which an old and valued friend receives,
reminding me of pleasant
associations
while livin 5 among Canton people, and
also as a past subscriber to the above named paper.
Yours truly,
:\!Rs. IIEXRY B. HEALEY.
\V. C! Potter, of Waterford, N. Y., was
confined to his house for nearly a year
from liver complaint, being unable to attend to business.
His physicians gave
him no relief.
\VrsTAR'S BALSAM OF
\V1LD CHERRY cured him.

den; but will go to Lewiston soon, where
he will pursue his occupation as dentist,
the coming season.
School will begin in Dist. No. 7, Monday, May 9th, under the instruction of
Miss Sabina Adams.
l\Iiss Emma M. Farnum 's school at
Dixfield Center, "·ill begin next Monday.
C. Farnum recently purchased quite a
valuable brood mare of Harmon French.
Columbus is at present among the leading
horsetnen of this vicinity.
E. Flagg con11nenced work for \V. i1.
Andrews-May
2d, where he will remain
this summer.
Fred E. Carver is stopping
at ho1ne
with his father, Melvin H. Carver, of
Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Teele contemplate s-pending their sun1n1er vacation at
the homestead of Mr. John M. Ludden in
Dixfield.
\VJIISK.

Frye.
Apr. 25.-It begins to look like spring,
although the mail is carried on runners
yet.
Mr. Joseph
Conant is repairing
his
house, putting on a piazza a nd making
0th er repairs a nd painting house a nd st able.
Mr. Robert Reed has sold his farm in
Roxbury to Orla nd0 llannafo rd • He has
taken down th e chimney in th e Mitchell
house a nd is going to rebuil d it a nd move
into th e house th is week.
Daniel Billington of \Veld has been visiting his siSt er, Mrs. Isaac B rad een.
Tohn N. B rad een was at home on a visit
laS t week.
Milo Mitchell is at home shingling
his
house.
W. I. Holt of ,veld, is in town, visiting
his frie nd s a nd old neighbors.
D. C. B rad een st arts for Farmington
tomorrow morning; also Mlio :lfitchell.
B.
Tiiat feeling of weariness, so often experienced in the spring, results from a sluggish condition of the blood which, being
impure, does not quicken with the changing season.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla, by vitalizing and cleaming the blood, strengthens
and invigorates the system.

more, with their sweet and cheerful songs
reminding us of pleasant days to come.
The robins arrived two weeks ago, the
bluebirds one week.
The ice still remains in our beautiful littie pond, and big drifts of ~now in the
roads and woods.
Some mud in the roads,
too. The first carriage on wheels passed
through the Notch yesterdaJ,
the 24th.
Good sleighing there yet.
Some of our young men have gone on
the drive.
Christopher Reed and Jerrnain
Philbrick have gone on the Androscoggin,
and a number of others have gone from
about here lo other rivers.

'T
DON

READ
'l'IIIS
uuless you
wish to SA VE ~ONEY!
We will tell you how to do it. By taking
The Best Local Paper in Oxford County
at ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR. instead of paying $1.iiO or $2.00 for a paper
that runs on credit.:_tlrnt is: sencl~ the
paper to everybody who will tak~ it from
the post-office, loses 25 per cent. of dues
all(l charges those who do pay enough to
cover that loss.
\Ve make all
suhscriptionsR
payable i11 a<lvance and stop when 0111;,giving all an
eq11al ch:tnce and the Lowest Cash Priec
-ONLY
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR-6
months for 50 cents, or 3 months for 25c.
Scn<l th.is paper on trial to sonrn frien!l
who wants a weekly letter from Eastern
Oxfo1·cl. We will mnil sample copies to
H. F. :Mcinnis·, of I-Iorse Shoe valley in any address FHEE.
See club Premi11mR.
this town, has gone to Upton as cookee Address E. N. CARVER., Ed-THIS
for T. Brown's crew. A soft job for a man itor & Pub"r, Canton, Maine.
who was born tired.
1\Irs. Angeline ~Iitche11 is con1ing back
on her farm this spring.
!Irr goods arc
The undersigned having been restored
already here. Mr. Easter, who has occu- to health by simple means, after suffering
for
several years with a severe lung affecpied the farm for a year past, is to leave
tion, and that dread disease Consumption,
soon.
is anxious to make known to his tellow
C. D. Merrill's baby has been sick with sufferers the means of cure. To those who
the whooping cough, but is better.
desire it, he will cheerfully send (free of
Our French neighbor, Geo. Ramsey, or charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
Mayor Ramsey, as he 'i~ called because of which theJ' will find a sure cure for Con·
sumption,
Asthma,
Cahrrh,
B1•onch.iti.s
and
his ability to mind and manage his own all throat and lung l'!aho.ies. He hopes
business, has moved back with his family all sufferers will try his Remedy, a~ it is
invaluable.
Those desii-ing the prescripand workmen on to the Easter farm,which
tion, which will cost them nothing, and
he bought a year ago, and will commence
may proYe a blessing, will please address,
work on poplar soon. \Ve wish him suc- REV. EDWARD A. \VrLSO:"'<,\Villiamsburg,
cess in his job.
King's County, New York.
ry52
Our maples have done pretty well and
we feel quite sweet just now.
We saw some fresh daisy blossoms today. Shall look for May flowers in about
a month from now, or less.
CANTON,
MATXE.
Abram Merrill is about to raise a barn.
OFFICE AT HOTEL SWASEY.
Wm. O. Mitchell is framing it.

DEAD

TOCONSUMPTIVES.

B. A. SWASEY,

DENTIST,

\Ve often hear of cute sayings of the littie folks. Here is one which we think
will rank with the best. Little Charlie T.
"·as talking with his grandmother
about
their hens.
Said he, '·Our hens are drying up, now; one is all dried up and has
gone to setting."
ERr~.

I have fitted np dental rooms at IIotel
Swasey where 1 rnay be fonnd at all times
ready to attend to any wlto are in want
of dental work of any kind. Give me a
call and r will guara11tee as good work
and prices as can be obtained eisewhPre.
5-18
B. A. SWASEY.

Nervous Debility.

A gentleman
having- been cured ot
Xcrvous Pro~tration. Seminal \Veakness,
P1·rmature
Decay.
and all the evil effects
THE BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts,
of early indiscretion
and youthful
folly,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,, Fever is anxions to make known to others the
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
simple \node of
'1'? th?se
l , will give
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions,
and posi- who wish and
tively cures Piles, or no pay required.
It him their symptoms, he will send (free)
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
by rrturn
mail a copy of the recipe so
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
SLICCPSSfullyused in his case.
Apr. 27.-The village schools commenc- or mone_y refunded.
Price 25 cents per
Address in confidence.
J A~rns \V.
ed laSt Mo nd ay.
ly52
box. For Sale By Kathan Reynolds, Drug- PINKNEY, 42 Cedar St .. N. Y.
Mrs. H. II. Putnam i~ very ill with a gist, Canton, Me.
1y51
cancer.
Miss Esther Chaney, of East Wilton,
has been visiting in town the past week.
A crew of men have been shingling the
Wben Bs.bywaa sick, we gave her Castoria,
Seeing is believing, so call at my place
:NoyP.s block on Main St.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
and be convinced that mv vVyandottes are
strictly first-class.
They are the best of
Elmer Merrill of Lewiston, was in town
When she hccamo ?.iiss, she climg to Casto:-ia,
last week visiting.
Whou sheJ.,,.d(;hildren, she gave the,u u,15 toria, layers. No matter what the breed, no man
can present a better egg record than mine.
,varren Hyde sawed two of his fingers
Eggs $1.00 per setting of 15. Plymouth
quite badly last Friday, while sawing wood
Rock, 50 cts. per setting of 15. Satisfaction guaranteed.
C. T. BONNEY, JR.,
with a circular saw.
211114
Canton, Me.
J. \V. Dunham has sold his four-year-old
BOSTON
I'RODUCE
MARKET,
colt to parties in Auburn for $250. We
Butter,
Eastern,
.
15
to
.28
understai 1 d he has been offered $300 for ( 'heese,
.14½ to
.16
Two nice Jrrsey heifPrs.
For further
his promising
yearling colt, but refused Egg~, Eastern,
.13½ particulars call 011
II. F. HArFORD,
Beans, Pea,
the offer.
NEMO.
r.80
4tl6
Canton, Mc.
"
Yellow eyes,
r.so to r.55
Ayer's Pills are the best cathartic
for Potatoes,
.65 to
.75
correcting
irregularities
of the stomach Apples,
3.00 to 4.50
I have a Morris & Ireland Safe, No. 5,
13.00 to 17.50
and bowels.
Gentle, yet thorough in their IIay,
as good as new, which I will sell very low.
CANTON
I'RODUCE
MARKET.
action, they cure constipation,
stimulate
17tf
C. R. DAVIS, Canton, Me.
Butter,
.
16
to
.20
the appetite and digestive organs,
and
Cheese, old,
strengthen the system.
LIME FOR SALE.
Eggs,
.u
Beans, Yellow eyes,
I have a car load of nice white Canada
r.2.5
Mexico.
''
Pea,
I.75 Lime to be sold for $1.25 per cask, for
.ro
the next 20 days.
E. \V. ALLEN.
Our roads are still very muddy.
The Hams, smoked,
.40 to
.45
Canton, April 27, 1887.
recent high rise of the Androscoggm stop- Potatoes,
Maple ::iyrup,
,75
ped travel for awhile between Dixfield and
Cantcn Prices on l?rJvbions, Etc.
,\lexico.
Bet""een M. White's and Ham- Flour, Patent,
6.25
Pure Blood Golden Spangled llamburgs,acknowlmond's ferry the water was from four to
"
Best Roller,
5.50 to 6 oo edged by all fanciers to be the best layers in exist50 cents for sitting of 13.
[3t15
Corn,
.63 ence. Eggs
six feet in depth in the road.
CHARLES
E. IlICIIAHD80N,
Canton, Me.
Meal,
.58
Fren10nt Kidder has been on the sick
Molasses,
.35 to
.40
Have taken First Premiums
list for the week past. He i, better now. Sugar, Granulated,
0
.07
"I;:;';;;,;";~~~
.... fJ::~;ep~;i~e\\~~~:a~i;oi~~ss;~s~
"
Coffee,
.o6
Burley Smith has returned home from
1
-lrll'.;r.r.;;r,c'f1\e1~st~!t~fc{lj~
:,:;,~e.Fj()~~r1,il
:;r~
Brown,
.05~
Livermore, where he has been stopping
W. H. EASTMAN. Seedsmnn,
GRASS SEED.
East Sumner, Maine.
for awhile.
Timothy, per bushel,
2.40
East:
Dixfield.
Sewell Goff has plowed for early peas Red Top, "
"
.6o
Butterfield & \Valker have finished saw- and potatoes, and planted the same sever-· Clover,
At Low Prices,at
·' pound.
.o9
Alsike,
ing 200 cords of white birch into spool al days ago.
.15 I
O Telephone Office
timber.
Six families on Swift river have made
C. H. Fuller and Vv. H. \Vinslow have 125 galloi,s of maple syrup this spring.
been filling their stores with new goods. We shall know where to go to find someRev. F. Starbird, who has been quite thing sweet.
sick, is gaining.
F. C. Richards' sawing machine for sawProf. Fred Butterfield's family, of \Vash- ing spool squares has arrived.
Mr. R.
ington, D. C., are at his father's for the will commence sawing next week.
present.
U~K:--'OWN.
SEVERY I-lILL.-'vVe are glad to see c.
Roxbury.
M. Smith out again, after being confined
I wish to mtorm my customers that I am now prepared
ROXBURY PoKD, Apr. 25, 1887.
to the house with rheumatism
nearly all
which was
Believing the Editor's waste basket ca- to show my spring stock of
winter.
pable of holding all matter not worthy of never larger than this year, comprising Browns, vVhites. Sat\Vith a two horse power and a circular
a place in his paper, I venture to send a ins, Micas, and an elegant line of about aO
saw Daniel Tucker is rapidly working up
few items which he can do with as he
his wood pile.
Having purchased a machine for trimming paper, I shall herethinks proper.
We who live up here
Leslie Tucker cut quite a gash in his
among these breezy old mountains
are after trim all paper bought of me,
foot lately.
glad to welcome the TELEPHONE each
R. II. Douglass has gone to Boston.
I have also a large line of
week as it comes to us ever fresh and new
Minnie Waite is visiting her mother
at from the outside world, to cheer and reFarmington
this' week.
fresh us in our leisure moments.
\Ve feel
Gr,,fters are very busy.
D.
that if we do not move, surrounded as we
DISTRICT
NO. 7.
are by these grand old hills whose heads
--AND-"!Iow does your hay hold out?" is the are still white with the winter's snows,
general query among farmers of this vi- that there are movements
and i;,provecinity.
ments outside of us which we are glad to
The maple sugar works of John M. hear about if we cannot see and mingle
Ludden are closed for the season.
Un- with, and the TELEPHOKE brings it all to
like the city chap, he's not going to make us each week. •
all summer.
He reports about fifty galThe snow is slowly leaving us a nd giv- Do~1't fail to examine my r,tock before purchasing elsewhere.
lons.
ing place to more gentle and welcome
Dr. S. V. Harlow and wife are stopping
spring, and we are glad to hear our old
with his brother-in-law,
l\Jr. A. L. Lud- friend~, the robins and bluebirds, once

Bucklen's Arnic1 Salve.

SELF
CURE

Wyandotte
andPlymouth
Rock

Eggs for Hatching.

.For ~ale.

Safe For

Sale C:beap.

EGGS.

LJob Printino-

PAINT
and
PAPER!
IS NOW THE ORDER OF THE D.AY.
Wall

Pape1•s,

Styles in Gilt.

Free of Cost.

WINDOW
SHADES
ANDFIXTURES,
READY FOR USE.

N. REYNOLDS.-

